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2,000,000 HERRINGS WANTONLY DESTROYED
Due to Orders of Herring Board

Fishermen Compelled to Throw Huge Catch Back Into
Sea While Millions Are Undernourished

IT ·IS NO GOOD JUST BEING SORRY

MORE than two million /' herrings,
desperately needed as food for the

submerged quarter of our population who
ate starving and without hope, were thrown
back into. the sea at Lerwick on Saturday,
on the responsibility of the Herring Board.

Under orders of the Herring Board, the price
was not allowed to go below 16s. a cran, and
the cheap rates at which curers in the past have

'absorbed part or the whole of a surplus were
not allowed to operate.--,-"The Times," June B.
But 13,500,000people without a National

Dividend cannot afford to spend 6s. a week
on food! When the curers got herrings at
cheap rates these poor wretches were able to
buy some of them, but the Herring Board
has put a stop to that-s-se without a National
Dividend -,they cannot buy at the more
expensive price.

In view of recent criticisms in Parliament
regarding dumping at Lerwick, it must be under-
stood that as Lerwick is IBo miles from Aberdeen,
the nearest big market, it is impossible to do
anything else with surplus herrings except throw
them back into the sea.-"The Times," June B.
With all the restraint we can muster we

would point out-
I. That to feed surplus food to starving people

is not impossible.
2. That there are other markets besides Aber-

deen.

3. That there is no shortage of motor lorries,
locomotives, trucks, ships, 'or aeroplanes.

4. That the reason for throwing the fish back
into the sea was previously stated to be the price
control exercised by the Herring Board-not the
distance 1:0 Aberdeen .. The price to fish curers,
it was.

Another excuse put forward in The Times
for throwing 2,000,000herrings into the sea
was that it was a Saturday!

The present situation would' not have arisen if
the Herring Board's plan of restricting operations
of fishing boats to their own localities during the
early season had been adopted. The refusal to
adopt this plan has resulted in far too many boats
fishing in Shetland waters during the early
season.-"The Times," June 8.. -
In other words the policy of the Herring

Board is to restrict production, and, if it fails
to restrict production, to have the production
destroyed.

This is the. policy of a lunatic. .The
Government is MAD. A body without a
soul is MAD.

The electorate can give direction to the
Government to stop its insane policy of
destroying plenty so as to fit poverty.
It can demand a National -Dividend to

distribute the plenty which is now destroyed
and restricted, without anyone suffering by it.

IT IS NO GOOD JUST BEING SORRY.

EVERYBODY'S DOING IT
The Federation of Chambers of Commerce

of the British Empire is to be congratulated
on a piece of common sense in its report'
which will be presented to its annual meeting
at the Savoy Hotel on June 24:

The need to convert world food surpluses to
more normal levels by increasing consumption
among those sections of population still suffering
from under-consumption is discussed. Attention
is drawn to the. inquiry being made by the
League of Nations into this question, and to the
statement of Sir John Orr at the British Associa-
tion's meeting last September that-in this country
alone the diet of 45 per cent. of the population
was below the level, "according to modern stan-
dards, adequate for maintaining health."

It is therefore Quite evident, the report states,
that tnere is an immense unsatisfied demand for
more food in the United Kingdom, as well as
in the rest of the world, but that there is not
sufficient "effective" demand, i.e., demand
from people with the money necessary to buy it.
It is also evident that if "human" demand could
be converted into "effective" demand not only
would this country be capable of absorbing all
the foodstuffs which British agriculture could
produce; but also those surpluses which the
Dominions and other exporting countries- might
wish to send her. If, further, the Dominions and
other food-exporting countries were themselves to
give their people the ability to consume the food
necessary for health, the surpluses available for
export would be substantially diminished.

Under those conditions, the report continues,
the Dominions would welcome immigrants for
settlement on the land; whereas under present

_ conditions the Dominions, already with many
unemployed men, are being asked to restrict their
agricultural production, to refrain from developing
uneconomic secondary industries, and yet .to take
more immigrants.

NOVEL DECISION
A WIDER GREAT WEST ROAD

Middlesex County Council has approved
the construction of cycle tracks along the
Great West Road, at a cost of [12,000.

The County Engineer was asked to prepare
a scheme for widening the carriageways to
30 feet. This will cost [80,000.

- These decisions were taken because of the
heavy number of accidents on the road.

Evidently this council has had two great
ideas:

I. That human life and happiness are more
important than finance.

. 2. That road accidents are due less to the
criminal negligence and culpability of road users-.
than, to bad roads.

Their reason is a good one. Let us hope
they did not spoil it by regarding the job as
a means of providing work.
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A DOCTOR STATESMAN
The Magic of Common Sense

'Authorities recommend pregnant
women to take two pints of milk and
plenty of butter, eggs, fruit and vegeta ..
bles daily. They might just as well advise
everybody suffering from bronchitis to

.winter in the South of France. This
divorce of reality from attempts at tack-
ling the immediate and urgent problems
of-nutrition is hardly calculated to change
the nation from a C 3 to an A I people.

So said Dr. Geoffrey W. Theobald in
Edinburgh to a joint meeting of the Royal
Institute- of Public Health and the Institute
of Public Hygiene, as i reported in the
Edinburgh Evening Dispatch of May 28.

Dr. Theobald pointed out that rats, rabbits
and birds could be made to devour instead
of to nurture their young by feeding them
on a diet .deficient in certain substances.

"The physical fitness of this nation," he
continued, "is not what it should be. The
mere perusal of .the figures showing the
numbers of men attempting to enlist in the
Army who are rejected as medically unfit,
should occasion alarm." .-

He found it difficult to reconcile the fact that
the majority of his fellow countrymen and women
were inadequately fed with the fact that food had
had to be destroyed in the United States of

America, Canada, and South America, and,
indeed, that fish were thrown back into the sea
because the fishermen could obtain no market for
their catches, and fruit rotted in orchards because
it was not economically worth the picking.

The physician was not a politician, although
there. was no reason why he should not be a'
statesman. He could not escape from the convic-
tion that something was radically' wrong with a
system which admitted of poverty in the midst
of plenty. . .

Animal feeding experiments had contributed
very little to their knowledge of disease, and it
was clear that such knowledge must come from
experiments on man. Men could not be put in
cages and fed like rats and mice, but if the
hypothesis he had advanced was true, it was
evident they were in the position of being able
to record and modify dietetic experiments con-
ducted "by nature on a vast scale.
An ideal experiment, Dr. Theobald

suggested, would be to feed a section of
the population adequately (or ten years
and the large capital required would be
well expended.

Admirable .. .But why not all the popula-
tion? Dr. Theobald's mind works clearly
and logically to the right conclusion, and
he puts his remedy in scientific form. He
should welcome the greater experiment,
based on similar reasoning, which is
embodied in the undertaking printed on our
back page.

THE MARCH OF
PROGRESS

INVENTIONS NOW AND/
TO COME

Two Dutch inventions for the pulverisation
of rubber: arouse expectations-if successful
they will mean a revolution in rubber
manufacture.

DEATH RAY
An article in the Evenin{! Standard

describes a radio death ray which will kill
flies, wasps, bees, and mosquitoes as they fly
through an open window.

It is to be developed for the purpose of
keeping granaries' free from pests-also
orchards-and even food in store or for
canning.

It is to be hoped, the article concludes, that
their undoubted possibilities in warfare will
never be developed. It is as "life rays" and
not "death rays" that their marvellous powers
should be harnessed. .

THEY'RE OFF!
THE CHARGE OF THE

BLIGHT BRIGADE
The Cotton Spindles Board commenced

preliminary arrangements on Monday for its
task of spending up to [2,000,000 in buying
up for destruction 10,000,000"redundant"
spindles in the Lancashire cotton industry.

Spindles to left of them,
Spindles to right of them, .
Spindles in front of them,
Shatter'd and sunder'd.
"Forward the Blight Brig~de ~
Confound the Cotton Trade!"
Was there a man dismay'd?
All the world wondered.
Theirs not to make reply,
Theirs not to reason why,
Theirs but to go and buy-
~mash by the hundred.
o the wild charge they made I
Which the consumer paid.
Honour the Blight Brigade?!
Someone has blundered!

When you thInk of the bond issues the
next generation must payoff, it's no wonder
an infant yells when it's born.-The "G.G.
Revi~wJ" (British G;uiana).

THE FIG TREE
'THE first number of a new

Douglas Social Credit Quarterly
Review, edited by Major Douglas,
will be published shortly. .

Many well- known writers have
promised to contribute.

The title of the review will be
THE FIG TREE and the price
IOs.6d. a year, or 3s. 6d. a quarter,
post free, from .The Social Credit
Press, 163A Strand, London, W.C.2.

Subscrtptlons are invited im-
mediately.
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Who is Responsible?

IN England to-day we cannot boast that
our prisons are empty, that we have no

starving poor, that the people are secure to
pursue happiness. '

In spite of the fact that our power of
wealth production per head is greater than
it has ever previously been in the historical
march of time, poverty is with us still. In
the midst of plenty, and potentially still
more plenty, we continue to tolerate' not only
poverty whilst surrounded with abundance,
but we actually allow destruction· to be
carried on simultaneously with the continued

- imposition of poverty.
While this state of affairs continues it is

mere hypocrisy to express sorrow for the
unfortunate victims of such a wicked
system. It is worse than useless to be just
sorry, for it provides a plausible way of
escape from the personal responsibility that
falls on each one of us as citizens in a demo-
cratic country.

We cannot expect to retain the benefits of
democracy if we refuse to accept the respon-
sibility that is involved in the principle of
democracy!

At the present time, to remain silent and
inactive in the face of the criminal destruc-
tion of wealth while children are forced to
starve is .to consent to the crime - is to
become party to the wicked system that
cheats us of our birthright.

It is no use being sorry or silent, the will
of the people must be' made vocal and

. dynamic. '
Action is called for as an obligation of

honour, as an expression of conscience, as a
necessity of the situation as it stands.

And there is no escape:
Major Douglas, in his famous Buxton

speech, pointed out clearly and with masterly
logic that

"If civilisation, not merely for this
generation but for many generations
to come, is t'o be saved for a tolerable
existence, it requires primarily a
tremendous amount of collective will,
.such as perhaps the world has never seen
.ln peace time, although it is not unknown
in times of war.

"If this collective will can be mobilised
in times of 50-called peace as it has been
mobilised in times of war, nothing can
resist it. If it cannot, then we have
indeed lost the peace, whatever we did
in the~war.'!....

In view of 'the march of events since those
words were spoken, who can challenge the
Logic and analysis of Douglas?

Events are proving his words right every
day; but time is flying; peace will be lost if
action, rightly directed, is not forthcoming
quickly. Get in touch with the United
Democrats to-day.

Clergy and Income-Tax
To all our good friends in the Church of

England, who not only bear with us, but
actively or passively support us, not only in
our, own campaign to end poverty' and
domination, but in our strictures on the
Church and Churchmen for evasion of the
command "Shepherd; feed thy flocks,"-to
all these we commend for their strong sup-
port, the following letter to The Times of
June 9, over the signature of Lord Somers:

Under the provisions of the Tithe Bill the clergy
are being called to make sacrifices for the sake
of the tithepayers, but it is not perhaps generally
realised that many of them will also have to
pay increased income-tax.

By various concessions their tithe is at the
present time assessed for income-tax at a figure
considerably less than it actually is. These
concessions are not retained in the proposed Bill.

The Minister of Agriculture is reported on May
13 as stating that "it was a fundamental principle
that the Treasury should not make a penny piece
out of the scheme." It is therefore not too much
to ask that a clause may be inserted to the effect
that moneys received by the clergy in the place
of their tithes should not be reassessed on a
higher figure than it is at present. .
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A Word to the -Wise
Popular Front

We warn our readers against the insidious
propaganda in favour of "popular fronts."
There is no hope for the people in them-
they are a trap for fooling the people at the
polls. .

The typical "popular front" programmes
will be found to contain all the devices for
exploiting sectional grievances .in order to
increase the power of centralised control,
coupled with concessions-in form but not
in substance-to the ,growing movement for
monetary or other reform which is based on
the paradox of poverty in plenty.

Specifically such programmes will invari-
ably include all the following:

I. Nationalisation of finance. ,
2. Planning. (State interference with private

en terprise.)
3. Schemes for making work.

Exactly the opposite of the campaign to
demand results, the "popular front" is an

> exploitation of popular ignorance of techni-
cal matters.

A Knavish Trick
The objective of the "popular front" is to

manipulate, the nominations of candidates
in any constituency in such a manner that
the individual voter; deprived by collusion
of the candidate he intended to vote for, is
persuaded to vote for the "popular front"
compromise rather. than .let the Right wing
opposition candidate win.

On the surface it is an amiable" get-
together," "we-must-have-unity" stunt for
the eager rank and file; at the fountain head
it is a cruel, relentless fraud.

Read the Electors' Demand on the back
page. That is a demand for the substance;
it leaves the form for fools to contest. It
will provide the popular backing which will
enable Members of Parliament to snap their
fingers at all organisations.

The will of the people for a sufficiency in
freedom is there to be crystallised. We have
only to go steadily on with the great task
our leader has given us and ~e shall get the
results the people want, outwit their enemies,
confound their politics, and .frustrate their
knavish tricks.

Whitewash and Hogwash
Lord Mottistone 'has been speaking on

"thrift" again. At Torquay last Friday he
extolled the progress of the State-controlled
thrift organisations since he became chair-
man of the National Savings Assembly.

There was much unrest in the world to-day,
Lord Mottistone said, but in England there was
comparative calm, and those who wanted things
turned upside down were surprisingly few. There
were dark spots in the distressed areas, but in
England as a whole.there-was a body of'content-
ment far greater than anywhere else in the world.
That was due to many causes, among them being
love and reverence for the Throne, the character
of the people, coupled with ,the great efforts made
by thrift organisations which infused a spirit of
co-operation between masters and men to good
effect. The National Savings movement could
therefore take some little credit for the present
contentment.
Dark spots in the distressed areas! What

unctuous whitewash. The distressed areas
are one huge festering sore. The suicide
parade is as large as ever and the asylums
continue at full, pressure. Thirteen and a
half million people with less than 6s. a week
to spend on food have not enough strength
to spit in the eyc of "thrift" salesmen, let
alone the ability to purchase their wares.

Beware of the "Thrift" Mongers
-What is it that these thrift mongers have

to sell? Nothing-nothing. It's just a huge
confidence trick, possible only by the blind
co-operation of its victims.

The word thrift means economical
management, which in practical terms is the
maximum provision of requirements with'
the, minimum expenditure of energy, time
and material-something which can and
should be done now, not in or for the future.

It has nothing whatever to do, except by
the corruption of persuasive tongues out [cr
their own gain, with laying up store for the
Iuture=-for the worm, the moth, the thief.
"Take no thought for the morrow" is not
merely Holy Writ, to be dismissed on week-
days by practical men; it is sound advice
and is a solemn warning against the modern
perversion of the idea of thrift. To be
thrifty in the real sense, is to thrive.

There has but to be a scare about a
change of government, or the least threat
to the convenience of the moneychangers,
and they calmly expose their own trickery-
"Your savings will be destroyed," they
shriek.

It is not in the power of any man, govern-
ment, or institution to guarantee the future
of any man. Nor .is it possible to save next I
year's harvest. ' , '

Do Not Be Tricked
Mr. Ernest Brown, the Minister of Labour,

speaking at a dinner of the National Savings'
Assembly, said that the National. Savings move-
ment offered the people safe capital, sure interest,
and easy realisation. Their capital was safe, for
its security was the Consolidated Fund of the
United Kingdom. That fund, with its dignified
name, was the National -Exchequer till and its
basis was the national credit. There was no
better security in the whole world.
The insolence of that message is web-nigh

inconceivable-except that people 'are misled
by the jargon. Translated into plain physical
terms it means this:

Yon may safely lend your money to these
institutions, as they know that they can call upori
you to work and produce, as in your skill and
environment you can to perfection. You your-
selves are the guarantors of these institutions.
Whether you save your pieces of paper or

not, people of Britain, you are your .own
guarantors, now and evermore. Heed not
the veiled calamity howling of the "thrift"
mongers.

Take no thought for the morrow, but what-
soever your right hand finds to do, NOW, do it,
with economy of effort, time and material.

If any difficulty of any kind arises in the
future, you and you alone have the power to
overcome it. And this is true if all the
"thrift" institutions· perish-and whether or
not _youhave put your money into them.

A Twist (with apologies to Dickens!)
"Ugh," said Sir Notto Squiedjem, "if you

give people money, they'll only spend it!
Then they'll want more!"

"That they will, sir," said Sergeant
Lickspitle Bumblegrind. "Why, one young
devil in our Hinstitution this very morning,
sir, if you please, sir, had the himpudence to
ask for more porridge, sir . . . said he was
hungry! I gave him the strap ... and
when you come to think of it, sir, these low-
lived scum, isn't it awful to think that a
growing lad wants porridge every morning,
sir?

"It's not good for their young morals, sir,
is it, to give them food every day, sir, because
next day they'll want it all over again, won't
they, sir?

"it never henters their 'eads, sir, though I
knock 'em about hard enough, to save today's
breakfast for tomorrow, sir.

"That's a great idea of yours, sir; to save
today's--income for tomorrow: why, one day's
ration would last 'em for hever, sir, like that,
and look how much money that would save
our Hinstitution, sir, wouldn't it, sir? And

,.how good it would be, sir, for their morals,
sir. So thrifty, if you know what I mean, sir.

"The Bank is a wonderful Hinsritution=-
'holy' is the word, h'isn't it, sir?"

Spaniards Demand Leisure, '
The troubles of Spain show few signs of

abating, and all sections of society must' by
now be utterly exasperated with their life of
unrest, varied by commotion.

It is interesting to note the' realistic
demands that are being made. They sound
extravagant only to those who are blinded
by financial orthodoxy, and they are so
dubbed by The Times, whose report of June
5 we quote:

At the Pefiarroya mines in Andalusia a list of
60 claims 'was recently presented and French
engineers were seized as- hostages on several occa-
sions. The' intervention of the French Embassy
secured the release of "the engineers, 'but the
miners have reduced their output by 50 per cent.,
and persist in their claims. They demand higher
wages, a 29-hour week, a monthly allowance for
each child in the case of married workers, 2 I to
30 days' holiday a year, pensions at the age of
50 for underground workers, and for widows, pen-
sions equal to the wages earned by their late
husbands.
Only the higher wages are out of place-

technicalities which have crept into a
demand for results. Substitute " higher
incomes" and they would be nearly right.
We are passing out of the Age of Wages into
the Age of Dividends. '

The Goods Are Available
Recently crews in the mercantile marine went

on strike and navigation was paralysed. Among
the terms of settlement is a menu filling nearly
a column in the newspapers. The lists include
many forms of vegetables.jfish, meat, and chicken.
Sweets and cheese must be varied daily. Over a
score of national recipes are mentioned, and a
'nice discrimination is shown as regards special
food ami drink for the tropics, for coasting vessels
and for ocean-going ships. Provided cooks can be
found the delicacies listed are such as might have
tempted the appetites of Grand Admirals of
Castile.-"The Times," June 5. - .
All these are things that caterers every-

where are only too anxious to be allowed to
supply, provided they can get payment. And
that is a matter of arithmetic.

We note with pleasure that these Spaniards
demand what they want because they know
it can be supplied. They don't argue about
methods, nor enquire "where !he money. is
to come from."

Try Again, Jenny, Try Again, Do
From Mula, a small town in Andalusia, comes

the surprising news that servant girls, hitherto
considered the Cinderellas among the workers,
have formed a trade union and struck for a
minimum wage of £1 5s. a month, one day's
holiday in the week, exclusive of Sunday, and
other bagatelles.-"The Times," June 5.
Bagatelles, indeed! Six,' shillings for a

four-day week!
"Happily," says The Times, "the maids do

not appear to have been as stubborn as' the
name of their place of residence might
imply."

We should like all these people, miners,
marines, and maids, to' have a National
Dividend. They would enjoy it.

And everybody in Spain could settle down
to the leisured colourful life which is their
natural heritage.

Sin of Destroying Food
That anyone should suffer from lack of food

in a world of plenty is' a scandal which should
be ended at all costs. There are to-day hundreds
of thousands of men, women and children in this
country who are underfed, not because there is
a scarcity of food but because food is often
destroyed in order to keep up prices! This
sounds incredible, but it is a well-known fact.
At a conference of Market Authorities' Associa-
tions on Monday, Mr. H. A. Wallace, Secretary
of the Midland and' Southern Association, declared
that there is clear evidence of a large quantity
of herrings being-thrown back into the sea because
they are not, worth marketing at current prices.
It was pointed out that such fish would be
invaluable in the distressed areas, and Govern-
ment action was urged. To destroy food of any
kind is a sin and should be made a criminal
offence. In war-time, Governments do not hesitate
to impose severe penalties and, if necessary, such
action should be taken in peace-time--our people
have still to be fed. It was reported that the
Herring Fishery Board" had agreed to hold a
conference with retail fishmongers and wholesale
merchants to arrange for the distribution of
surplus supplies. We fear nothing effective will
be done unless public opinion is aroused.- The
"Church of England Newspaper," May 29.
We are sorry to detect a demand for

penalties on the fishermen or -fishmongers
because people cannot afford to buy f~om
them. Will the Church of England News-

. paper arouse public opinion to demand for
every Briton a National Dividend, which will
distribute the plenty we now destroy or
restrict? Or is it content with calami~y
howling against helpless fishermen and fish-
mongers? _ This is a challenge.
'---_Shepherd~feed' thy-flock,

Bogus, Concession
Plans for nationalising the Central Banks

of Canada, New Zealand, and France, are
well under way, and it is interesting to notice
how little horrified are the financial
columnists of our newspapers.

After years of terrible, warnings of what
can happen if rude politicians tamper with
the delicately poised machinery of banking,
the present attitude seems incongruous. It
is probably intended to imply a resigned
fatalism-s-a weary acceptance of the unruly
mob's decision-a sagacious awaiting of the
inevitable reaction.

In point of fact, of course, the nationalisa-
tion of the central bank is entirely irrelevant
to financial policy, which can be pursued
equally by a government service or a private
.enterprise.

As we shall never tire of recalling, Mr.
Montagu Norman has actually said that he
would welcome nationalisation.

A Sop to Cerberus
The nationalisation of these banks is the

answer to the strong anti-bank vote which
"has arisen in all three countries. In New
Zealand and in Canada there is an informed
minority of Social Cr~diters who know per-
fectly well that a change of administration
of banking is not the. same as a change of
policy.

In New Zealand they hope that national-
isation may be the precursor of a radical
change of policy, based on certain state-
ments of Mr. Savage, the Labour Premier.
We fervently hope so, too.

It is appropriate, however, to quote from'
the first preliminary statement of policy
issued in 1933 by the Social, Credit Secre-
tariat, which dealt with this question:

Such questions as the nationalisation of the
Bank of England, which under existing conditions
would merely strengthen an already too powerful
institution, or the deprivation of the power of
the joint stock banks to issue and recall credit,
are administrative questions, a decision in regard
to which, to be otherwise than detrimental, must
be consequent in point of; time to the radical
change in policy involved in the, re-transfer to the
community of the beneficial ownership of credit;
a change which can take place under any form
of administration.

In a Democracy THE
PEOPLE are responsible
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WASTE!
The Sole Object of Production

is Consumption
. -Adam Smith

seeding an extra acre, or £ 100for growing' an
extra 20 acres.

The Herring Board restricts fishing .
.All make extra levies (which go into con-

sumer prices) for the purpose of destruction
and debt creation.

Rationalisation schemes are all (under the
guise of "planning for efficiency") destruc-
tive and restrictive. They "plan:' all right, but
it is 'scarcity and poverty that is being
planned. -- .

The Bank of England has planned and
carried out huge schemes of destruction, as
by one of its own companies, The National
Shipbuilding Security Co., formed for buying
up and scrapping shipbuilding berths. The
Government itself is busy on restriction;
witness the Coal' Mines Act passed by the
last Labour Government, which succeeded in
making it an offence to produce more than
a given quota of coal.

IFyou saw a man stagger on to Westminster
Bridge carrying a large, heavy bag of the

finest Brazilian coffee, heave it on to the
parapet, and then push it over into the river,
what would you say? "What wicked waste!
A public scandal! Call a policeman!"

And suppose your indignant comment were
interrupted by yet another man, with yet
another bag of excellent coffee, which he also
pushed over into the water, would you not
be speechless with rage?

Well, that act of destruction would have
to be performed once every 'Ini'nute, night
and day without stopping, for over 60 years
to catch up with the deliberate destruction
of coffee that has been going on in Brazil
during the last four years.

layers unemployed, we have slums still with
us. In spite of the plenty that is actual and
possible, millions are denied access to it, and
remain poor, and children starve.

Destruction and Restriction
Ii1 the U.S.A. the Department of Agricul-

ture in the summer of 1933 announced
bounties of seven to twenty dollars an acre
to farmers for the destruction of the cotton
crop. This was successful in securing the
ploughing in or mowing down -of eleven
million acres out of a total of forty millions.

"In America, under A.A.A., 6,000,000 surplus
pigs were slaughtered and thrown away."-"Daily
Express," January 7, 1936.

"This great American crop [cotton] has been
cut by no less than 40 per cent."-"The
Observer."
Sixty thousand sheep in the San Julian area

?f the Argentine were slaughtered and burnt
III 1933.

From Denmark came reports in November,
1933, that cattle were being slaughtered. in
the Government abattoirs. at the rate of 5,000
a week, for the carcases to be burnt' in
incinerators.

The principal copper producers of the
world entered into an ,agreement at Brussels
in December, 1931, to limit production in

\ 19~2 to 26 pel' cent. of the capacity of their
'mInes.

Rubber, tin, jute, wheat, butter, sugar,
fruit, meat.jmd a host of other products have
been, and continue to be, birth-controlled or
destroyed.

"Steel production maintains its level at 47 per
cent. of capacity of the mills."-Message from
New York in "The Times," April 29, 1935.
Tea was restricted in 1933by 121,000,000lb.

"The prices of tea at Mincing Lane are improv-
ing with every possibility of still higher levels as
THE TEA RESTRICTION SCHEMES BECOME
FULLY OPERATIVE ... It must be expected
the BENEFICIAL effects will be gradual . . .
Consequently some of the tea shares. are worth
attention."-"GlasgoOw Evening News," July 17,
1933·

While Millions Starve
Meanwhile, the World Committee on

Relief has stated that in 19342,{00,000people
starved to death and 1,200,000 committed
suicide . . . During the same period there
were. destroyed 1,000,000 carloads of grain;
267,000 carloads of coffee; 560,000 cwt. of
sugar; 50,000 cwt. of rice; and 50,000 tons of
meat.

A doctor writes to The Times':-
"I have personally seen cases of rickets within

the constitirency ' of the present Prime Minister
much worse than I saw in post-war Vienna.
Between the Tyne and the Tees there is, in spite
of what Sir George Newman says in his last two
reports, a subtantial and progressive deterioration
in public healthr'<-From a letter to "The Times"
by G. F. Walker, M.D., Sunderland.
In Britain, there are 4,500,000 who can

spend only 4S.a week on food, whilst 9,000,000
more can spend only 6s., yet, acording to Sir
John Orr's repoH, to maintain an adequate
safe standard lOS.a: week per head is needed.

These two things are going. on side by
side:

I. Ever increasing capacity' to produce food,
clothing, shelter, warmth, transport, and all the

'necessities and most of the luxuries of civilised
life.

2. Millions of people in this country, and also.
in other countries living drab, penurious lives,
many under-nourished, 'and some even starving.
There are three ways of dealing with this

..,_' _~... r. __

The above is from a photo showing Brazilian
coffee being shovelled overboard into the

sea ..
Good fish is often sabotaged in a similar
way from British ships in the North Sea.

. In Barbarous Britain
In our own country we have not lagged

behind in the devil's work of destruction and
restriction. In the hot and rainless August
of 1933, a shipload of good oranges was
dumped into the sea off Liverpool. Such
news items as these below are common:-

Over thirty-five million 125lb. bags of good
Brazilian coffee have been destroyed by
burning it, by throwing it in the sea,. by
mixing it with tar to make fuel briquets-
good coffee, enough to provide two breakfast
cups of coffee a day for nearly four years "Mackerel were sold at Newlyn, Cornwall, at
t» everybody in the British Isles. four a penny, and boats were warned not to put

I
'd h ~ f out, as no profit could be made."-"News
nstea. ,we ave to payor the. wanton Chronicle," March 27, 1936. .

~estrucnon .a levy of lOS. a bag, Wh10 goes "qwing to. unusually heavy catches of young
Into the pnce of the coffee we do dnnk. herrings dunng the past day or two, more than

But they do not stop at destroying coffee 1,000,0~ fish have been thrown back into the sea
by the million bags. They actually practise at Lerwick, Shetland IsI~s."-"Sunday Express,"

a kind of birth control of coffee by spraying ¥~y, 193
6

.
ff

'. h ', Of the 15,500,000 acres of permanent grass land
young co ee trees wit creosote. in England and Wales not 300 000 ar f II

Th
' d . f li . . . "e u y pro-IS estrucnon 0 the vmg plant to ductive. The rest wants ploughing in and

prevent it bearing fruit is more stealthy, less ~eso.wing'''-Professor R. G. Stapledon, Royal
spectacular. Coffee destroyed causes indigna- ociety of Arts, May 13, 1936.
~ion-coffee which never grows does not get , Most of the w<_>rk.of cre~ting. scar~ity out
into the scare head-lines: . of ab_undance which ISpractised in this coun-

These two forms of WASTE are used try IS. of the less spectacular but more
,simultaneously to get rid of coffee. But it dtaboltca,lly effecti~e kind-under many
is not only coffee that suffers. names-m many gUlses.

The waste of coffee by destruction or Th.e bre~king up ?f ~hips, great and small,
by restriction is typical of what is going before thel~ usefu~ 1.lfeIS ended-the schemes
on regularly, and on a vast scale for d,~stroymg u:lllions of so-called" redun-
(as secretly as possible, generally by. dant cotton spm.dles-the laws compelling
restriction) with practically every living fishermen to use wlde~ meshed nets-all these
necessity required by man. ar~ metl:ods of r.educmg the quantity of the

Thi "flinzi f' G d' if b k ] H' good thmgs of hfe we all want to en1'oyIS ngmg 0 0 s gI ts ac in IS .'
face" is an affront to the millions of people . All ~ur .:so:-caUed marken?g board~ are
who would be so glad to enjoy the comforts Ieally: .IestllctlOn boards, soviet committees
of this wonderful zoth century of skill, know- ~xe~Clsmg po~er t~ fine, levy, licence, and
ledge, and power production. limit pl'od~ctlOn without any reference to

For it is known that whilst the world is law or Parliament.
glutted with life-giving foods, millions of The Milk Board fines any distributor or
people are underfed; with many coal-mines _produce!: sellin~ milk for human consump-
shut down (rationalisation) and miners on the ~lon below then fixed price, but sells milk
dole, a million homes have no fuel to burn Itself for manufacturing purposes at about
and a~e inadequately warmed; with building 4d. a gallon.
matenals and plant, architects and brick-) - The Potato Board fines' any grower £5 for

The above is from a photograph of 640
acres of standing grain which was deliber-

ately burnt in Kansas, U.S.A.

situation, which is -aptly described as poverty
in the midst of plenty.

I. To cut down and restrict the plenty until we
have poverty in the midst of poverty. This is
what is being done now. ,

2. To extend the restriction and destruction of
human beings to keep pace with that of goods.

So nonplussed and blind are' people to the'
glorious possibilities that lie before them that
even this is being suggested in some quarters.

Lord Horder, lecturing on eugenics in New York
recently, said,-

"The gist of the matter seems to me to be
summed up in the question-Are we going to'
continue to breed and to support a race of.
sub-men, or are we going- to encourage the
elevation of the race and thus reduce our com-
mitments in the field of what we call social
service,"

No one, Lord Horder pointed out, questions
the wisdom or morality of biological control in
the animal and plant worlds.

A principle which is accepted in the case of
"our horses, our cattle, our dogs, our corn and
our cabbages," he held, should, have ceased
long ago to cause shock when contemplated in
relation to human beings.
3. To distribute the foods which we now destroy

and restrict so that alt can enjoy them, without
hurt to anyone.
'Which do you choose?
It is time you made your choice, and

realise that you will never get what you want
until you demand it.

THE SCRAP-THE·SPINDLES
LOAN

To cut our coats according to our cloth
Is sense, but doesn't it arouse your wrath
To see the Bankers cut this curious caper,
To cut our cloth according to their paper?

C.G.D.

+ • • ·p~~~~~~~~A· ~; ;~;T·· · t
If you wish to arouse the interest of your f '

friends, if you wish to increase the sales of t
SOCIAL CREDIT, make every letter you send
a propaganda letter by sticking on a Slogan
Stamp. Penny stamps in two colours cost +
only 2S. a sheet of 25. and 6d. stamps in t
-three colours .125. a sheet of 25. The 6d.

1 stamps can' be used as receipts for small
T donations collected from friends.

t
Revenue Supervisors can buy these stamps I

for resale at a big discount. Is your Group
taking advantage of this?+ Orders accompanied by remittances should

+ be sent to SOCIAL CREDIT, 163A, Strand.
+ London, W.C.2..~ ~~ ~

Read

G.K's WEEKLY
Edited by

G. K. CHESTERTON
EVERY THURSDA._Y PRICE SIXPENCE

"The Restoration of Property," by
Hilaire Belloc, is being published
in May. The book is a new study
of the problems affecting owner-
ship in this country. The price is
IS. (postage ad.) . Orders should
be sent to the Manager.

G.K's WEEKLY
7/8 ROLLS PASSAGE, LONDON, E.C.4

When a banker inflates the currency he
runs no risk personally, when a counter-
feiter does so; he risks imprisonment. _

What is the difference between a banker
and a counterfeiter? .

A WARM OVERTURE
AND ITS FROSTY RECEPTION

At the General Assembly of the Church of
Scotland in Edinburgh the Rev. G. R.
Robertson presented an overture from the
Presbytery of Dundee asking

the General Assembly to approach Parliament
with a demand that in view of the present abun-
dance of food and the potentiality of greater
abundance, immediate steps should be taken to
abolish undernourishment among the people of
Great Britain.

Lt.-Col R. Balfour Graham, Leven, speaking,
he said, as a medical officer of health, could not
agree to the overture. What was wrong was not'
under-nourishment; it was malnutrition, and what
was required was the education of the people in
the proper use of foods for their children. There
was a great deal of waste in food given by parents.
He advocated the old porridge and milk,
vegetables, Scotch broth and so on, which were
not on the table at the present day.

The Rev. John Macmillan, Glasgow Cross, said.
people boul?ht furniture and expected charity to I
nourish their bodies. Mothers must realise their
responsibility regarding the nourishment of their
children.-"Aberdeen Journal," May 2B.
The pernicious nonsense talked by the

opponents of the overture will doubtless have
called forth the censure it deserves from our
friends in Scotland.

The Lie Direct
Barely a week later the direct lie was given

to the argument of the gallant colonel at
Geneva.' According to The Times of June 5,
a report presented today to the Inter-
national Labour Con~erence state~ that lar~e
numbers of the working population even m
the most advanced industrial countries are
inadequately nourished, not only owing to
the depression, but as a normal condition.
This is ascribed in part only to the ineffec-
tive use of available income and ignorance
of nutritive values on the part of the poor
housewife. The primary cause is inability
to buy the right kinds of food in the neces-
sary quantities.

The report finds that technically agricul-
ture is in a position to supply the foodstuffs
required for an adequate diet, and that the
organisation of distribution requires national
and even international measures. But the
real difficulty is the low income of the
workers. _

While' science has during the past. two
decades made great progress in elucidating
the nutritive basis of health, the enormous
progress in the technique of production has
impressed upon the public everywhere that
there is economically no ,longer any reason
why all members of society should not enjoy
the material means necessary for good health
and social well-being.

"A LOVER OF ENGLAND"!
£2,000 SENT TO REDUCE

"'NATIONAL DEBT
Another poor boob has denied himself and

smitten his fellows by sending £2,000 to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer to "reduce .the
National Debt." He called himself "A.Lover
of England."

Well, if it is applied at once it will reduce
the Debt a lot. Let Us make a simple sub-
traction sum- .

Before ... ... [7,796,056,'000
Lover's Gift... 2,000

. After ... ... £7,796,054,000 ,
And when it is paid into the bank for debt

reduction £2,000 will have disappeared from
circulation. Pity the poor shopkeepers while
a "Lover of England" is practising his mis-
taken self-sacrifice at their expense. .

ESTONIANS TO EAT
MORE 'EGGS

GOVERNMENT CONTROLS
EXPORTS

During May the exports of eggs from Estonia
reached the record monthly total of 10,212,120,
and more than half were shipped to England.

An extremely strict control 'is exercised on the
exportation of eggs, and a quantity of 35 to 40
per cent. of those offered for sale is not allowed
to be exported, but is held back for the home
market.

Estonian authorities are apparently little
more than half-hearted in the orthodox belief
that it is better, to sell your breakfast to the
foreigner than to eat it yourself. Strange to
think that, left to themselves, Estonians
would willingly go eggless.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
REARMS

THE FASHIONABLE
. EXPEDIENT

Czechoslovakia is to spend about
£50,000,000 on rearmament. It is not yet
clear whether this is primarily for defence,
or to make work.
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Note:""":-On October 10, one·rTi"onth
after the Newfoundland warning,
Aberhart appointed as financial
adviser R. J. Magor,formerly Relief
Controller of Newfoundland, on
whose recommendation the admin-
istration ....of . Newfoundland,---:the
oldest Dominion in the Empire, was
superseded and' replaced by a Com-
mission Government under- British

Government control.

WE continue publication ofthe complete text of all letters and cablegrams exchang-
. ed since the victory of the Social Credit Party in Alberta to March 24, 1936 :-

Major Douglas was at no time under any obligation to produce a "Social Credit
Plan" for Alberta. He stated specifically in his First Interim Report, dated May 23,
1935, to the Provincial Government that "plans for dealing with the pU_bliccredit
are wholly premature, while tile power to deal with ithas not been- attained." This
r-eport outlined the first steps necessary to attain it. Major Douglas has repeatedly
given the warning that-to prepare any kind of cut-and-dried plan prematur:-ely is
merely to give valuable information t9 the credit monopoly whose interest it is
to frustrate such plans,

fectly frank with our government, and let
us have thedetails of your proposals as early
as possible so something lIlay be done. We
are for the most part unable to take any
definite instructions as to what should be
done by way of preparing for the introduc-
tion of the Social Credit plan. At present
we are doing everything we can to clean up
house and put everything in first-class order.
We hope to hear from you in the very near
future.

steps of procedure that must be taken before
inaugurating any scheme of Social Credit.
Is it essential to you or your plan that we
should make a sUI:veyof the whole province
in order that we may know the total poten-
tial resources of the country, the total liabili-
ties standing against those resources, the
extent of the population, their various abili-
ties and capacities? Would it be advisable
for us to issue prosperity bonds to the extent
of one hundred million dollars and sell the
same to our own citizens?

MAJOR DOUGLAS AND ALBERTA
I

Correspondence between Mr. Aberhart and Major Douglas-II

presenting our case rather than attacking the
enemy.

It is true that the managers of the char-
tered banks and some of the financiers of
the East ha-:e. treated us very courteously in

Douglas warns Aberhart of lour recent VI,slt •there, but as long as we are
Newfoundland's fate. carefully watchmg every move I feel that

we need not fear any grave results.

To the Hon. W. Aberhart from Major c. H.
Douglas, London, September I I, 1935.

Confidential.
Dear Mr. Aberhart,

The Press in London" are making a good
deal of play with Mr. Bennett's desire tQ'
help, his emphasis on the Debt situation, and
t-hedesirability of meeting it by the formation
of a Loan Council. .c

You will, of COUI'-se,form your own opinion
upon these matters, but I am, myself, a little
sceptical as to the bona fides of these pro-
nouncements, .and suspect that, though the
voicemay be that of Mr. Bennett, the policy
is that of Mr. Montagu Norman, and is an

. attempt to repeat the tragic history of
Australia, in Canada, if necessary by the
imposition of methods similar to those now
operating in Newfoundland. It is, of Course,
obvious that Mr. Bennett cannot make
arrangements of this description operative in
the life of 'this Federal Parliament, but I
think that you would be well advised to
obtain from, say, Mr. Ogilvie,--the Premier
of Tasmania, his views upon this matter, in
order that you 'may use them as -evidence
against it. I, therefore; cabled "you this
morning as follows: -"Important resist
formation Loan Council. Refer Ogilvie,.
Premier, Tasmania."

The policy of the Bank of England has We hope also that you may see your way
been uniform in these matters, and it is clear to give us the. necessary advice regard-
clear that it is proposed to repeat the ing the plan that you are preparing in detail,
strategy used in Australja, with a view so that we will be able to form our own con-
to making it impossible for any Province elusions and make every preparation for your
to direct its own financial affairs. ! arrival. ,

C. H. DOUGLASI Permit me to say in conclusion that we
were not able to secure the bonds at the low
price that you quoted. Our bonds are very
much higher than that. In fact, the low
prices quoted were merely bids. I do not
believe very many of the holders 'Ofour bonds
have sold their holdings. Trusting to hear
from you soon>-

WILLIAMABERHART,
Premier

Note.-For the sake of brevity the formali-
ties of address in this correspondence have
been omitted. The- emphasis and crossheads
are ours.-Ed.

To the Hon. W. Aberhart from Major C. H.
Douglas, London, September 10, 1935.

Dear Mr. Aberhart,
The following extract is from a well-

informed correspondent :'- .
" Mr. Weir, head of the Bankers'

Clearing House Association, dropped in
for a chat last night, and I gathered that
it had been agreed for a Iong time that
Jf Aberhart comes in in Alberta that
their plan would be to separate him
'from Douglas and urge him bit by bit
into co-operation with the banks' and
and then put in Banking Committees to
control the finance of the Province as
in Newfoundland."

C. H. DOUGLAS
* * *

- To A berhart, Ottawa, September I I.

Important resist formation Loan Council.
Refer Ogilvie, Premier, ~asmania.-Douglas.

* * *

* *
To Major C. H. Douglas from the Hon. W.

Aberhart, Calgary, September 24, 1935
Dear Major Douglas, _

Your letter of the 5th at hand, and I have
noted its contents very carefully. .-

The matter of the largest possible favour-
able bloc of members at Ottawa in the
coming federal election is being handled by
the Social Credit organisations throughout
the country. We feel that we may be able
to secure quite a number of members.

We quite appreciate the need of getting
the information to the electors of Alberta,
and of broadcasting it so that everyone will
know what is being done. Thus far the
papers have been very friendly to us indeed,
and are giving us the publicity that we need.

In connection with the visit of the Dean of
Canterbury, we find that the arrangements
concerning his visit have been placed in the
hands of those who have opposed. social
credit generally, while at the same time
declaring that they are your followers. I
hope that his visit, therefore, may not be
hindered in its full effect,

I am trying to -be careful not to cause
antagonism unless it is absolutely necessary.
I have found that we get greater support by

Ab~rhart contlnues to reject all
advice. Presses for plan.

WILLIAMABERHART,
.Premier

Your suggestion that we get a census of the
stocks and shares held by private individuals
inAlberta and ask the owners to exchange
these stocks for short-date Alberta bonds
bearing interest at one per cent" I am sure
would alarm our citizens to a very grave
degree, and would give the op~onents a
splendid opportunity to attack viciously the
whole method of procedure.

I assure you that every step we take must
be taken with a measured tread, and should
be taken only after determining the absolute
necessity of that step.

We are awaiting the definite_ outline of your
plans so that we may come to some con-
clusion as to what is definitely necessary.
. In the meantime, may I suggest to you
that we are not going to expect opposition
until that opposition shows its head: then we
will be able to deal with it in no uncertain
way. Awaiting your further instructions ..

WILLIAMABERHART,
Premier

* * *
To Major C. H. Douglas from the Hon. W.

Aberhart, Calgary, September 24, 1'935.
Dear Major Douglas,

Your letter of the I rth at hand, and in
reply I should say that I am very sorry that

Aberhart .relects advice which the LOJ?-d?I_lp~Bers. are taking suc~ an
Id b ak J d't opol c II- antagomstlc posltlon in regard to the mtro-

wou. . .~~, crettl m~~ t .t:, a duction of Social Credit in Alberta when
109 I a rna ~r 0 e at • our own papers across the continent are more

1 -'- --1 or less favourably inclined to its introduction.
,Your suggestion that the banks should I \Ve find that the farther away from the pro-

credit the provincial government account vinces we get, the more confused and hope-
with, say, five million dollars, and should be lessly muddled become the statements of
paid, say, one and one-half per cent. for it, the press. You Social Crediters in the Old
is a matter of detail that will have to be Country must do what you can "to prevent
taken up later when we are prepared to start this misrepresentation and spreading of
the system. confusion.

The matters upon which we had hoped to _
have receive~ ?irecti~n from you ~ere. rather I Aberhart thinks Loan Council
those of detaIl m the matter of registering our warning unimportant.

_people and taking a survey of the potential I
capacity and actual goods that were at pre-
sent available. We also felt that the liabili-
ties of the. province, not only provincial and
municipal, but individual as well, should be
ascertained as far as possible. We wondered
if you had any instructions or advice to give
us along this line.

* * *
To the Han. W. Aberhart from Major C. H.

Douglas, London, October 9, 1935.
Dear Mr. Aberhart,
. I .cabled you some time ago authorising

the purchase on my behalf of five Alberta
six per cent. Bonds at 90, and a further five
at 85. This cable was, of course, sent you in
order to express my faith in the future of
Alberta, and as it has probably by now served
its purpose and the bonds have not fallen to
these figures, I should be glad if you would
consider this order to buy as cancelled.

If the Bonds have been bought at this date,
I will, of course, pay for them; ,

C. H. DOUGLAS
(T 0 be continueds

The suggestion of Prime Minister Bennett
to form a Loan Council was a matter of small
moment when you bear in mind that the pro-
vinces have full autonomy of their own credit,
and no action that the federal government
could take can remove that right Hom them.

· I can quite. understand how the federal
government might want to organise the loans
for the province's in such a way that there
would be some uniformity of issue of bonds.
It would keep the market from being glutted
at certain periods of the year and having no

· sale at other times. However, this is a matter
of little importance to us just now.

I may say that the Right Honourable Mr.
Bennett treated us very-'courteously, in fact
he is a personal friend of ours. His con-
stituency, as of course you know, is West
Calgary. -

I am quite satisfied that the' situation in
Australia is an entirely different setting to .
that of Canada. The provinces of Australia
have not the autonomy which the provinces
of Canada have.z. However, I" will not take
time to discuss this matter further with you.

The point of extreme importance to our
· government is the information outlining the

Aberhart admits failure to grasp
advice he has rejected, but proceeds

to criticise it.

I do not quite understand what you 'mean
by having restricted cheques issued on any
account which is guaranteed by the govern-
ment. It is questionable whether' we need
to popularise these cheques by giving any
premium. However, this is a matter that
you can make clear to us when you arrive.

I am looking forward to receiving the
general outlines of a permanent plan which
you are preparing .. I feel satisfied that' you
need. not, hesitate to let us have these in
definite form at your earliest possible
moment. I am sure that the government
will be careful not to let the information fall
into the wrong hands.

The question of your remuneration in the
matter of your second visit to the province
in any' one year is very important. As you
are aware, our treasury has been greatly
depleted. We would, therefore, like to hear
from you regarding this.: THE fi~st Act p~ssed in New Zeal'l:nd iu I·powers and how the Board of the Bank

the reIgn of Kmg Edward VIII. IS the r~spo~ds.... .
Reserve Bank of New Zealand Amendment Nationalisation of ~ bank would normally
Act. This Act nationalises the New Zealand show one of two possible results. Either the

.Central Bank and brings it under the direct previous directors are given Civil Service
control of the Finance Minister and therefore status or a set of second-rate bureaucratic
of the Government of the day. experts tries to run the business .. In neither

Section 2 of the Act cancels the share event need the alleged objective be any
capital and arranges for the reimbursement hearer. The new-~edged Civil Servants may
of shareholders in cash or New Zealand scrip. pur~ue. t~e old policy, and then the state of
Section 7~provides that future directors be affairs ISm many respects worse than before.
appointed 'by the Governor-General. . Of far grea~er Importance than administra-.

Section 10 is described in the rubric as nve control IS the laying down of a new
"restatement of general functions of Reserve policy, a reorientation. of objective and only

.Bank," and the beginning of subsection (I) If t!:llS c.an~ot be achieved in other ways is
is worth quoting in full, as it breathes a spirit nationalisation wort~ while.
that at present at any rate is unique to New -Fortunately there. IS reason to believe that
Zealand. It runs: "10. (I) It shall be the, Mr .. Savage, the Pnm~ Minister, is alive to
general function of the Reserve Bank, within the Importanc~ of policy being imposed on
the limits-of its powers, to 'give effect as far ~he Ba~k, w~llie severely .refraining from
as may be to' the monetary policy of the mterfenng :vIth the technique of banking.
Government, as communicated to it from One quotatiOn f~om ~is speech during the
time to time by the Minister of Finance. For debate on the BIll WIll suffice. It is taken
this purpose, and to the end that the econo- from the Standard of April 15:
mic and social welfare of New Zealand may "I am not a banker. I have said that
be promoted and maintained, the Bank shall all overthe country. My job is to out-
regulate and control credit and currency in line a policy that will solve the problems
New Zealand ... ". . facing New Ze~Jand today, and the job

Most of the other sections deal WIth con- of the banker IS to provide credit and
sequential repeal and with removal of certain currency sufficient to give effect to the
artificial restrictions imposed by the original will of Parliament. Unless that is true
Reserve .Bank ~ct of 1933. the ba~ker is master, and not the repre:

To gam public control of the Reserve Bank sentative of the people."
iI_lthi~ way is undoubtedly a step)n the:right Our heartfelt good -wishes go out to the
direction, but only a step. This particular Government and people of New Zealand
method of achieving it would be an absolute . H R P
necessity, provided the Board of the Reserve . . .
Bank refused to co-operate and could not
otherwise be taught sense. Whether the
Government's desired objective will be
reached will now depend entirely on what
the Minister of Finance does with his new

NEW ZEALAND BANK ACT

Aberhart continues to press for
cut-and-dried plan.

* **
To Major Co H. Douglas from the Han. W.

Aberhart, Calgary, September 24, 1935.
Dear Major Douglas,

Your letter of the roth September received,
in which you have informed me of a chat you
had with the head' of the Bankers' .Clearing
House Association.

Aberhart pooh -poohs warning of
ban k tactics. Presses for plan.

You need have no fear regarding the
bankers separating me from. you in this
great movement. I have every determination
to <;arry this through to a successful end. If
the bankers imagine that they are going to
carry out a policy as that, you can take it
from me that they will be disappointed.

I do hope, however, that you will be per-

NATIONAL Dividends are money to
buy the things that are being des-

troyed and the production that is being
restricted. -
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For'the New Reader~~;- ~~~~t!' , , - . ' ~
H G. W-. L. DAY on H

I . OWLS· IN SUNLIGHT I
I'N ow that the Sun of Plenty has risen' listeners to despair, Mr. Garside claps his as this great Rooseveltian cult of achieving ~

in the, economic firmament the owlish hands like a breezy Buchmanite and prosperity by destruction has been played I'
wiseacres, who flew about so happily in the visualises Salvation in the form of more out, there will be a swing of the pendulum
dark days of Scarcity and filled the night highly productive soil. The idea is to' -and all governments will try to achieve it .
with their hootings, find themselves unable reduce overhe~d costs and allow the co~ton by the reverse proce~s. F~rtility, high, ~H to see at all. .. grower:s,-to raise other produce besides yields, super-production will be the I

CJ Some few diurnal buds too -have. been cotton. national slogans all over the world.
Po mobbing thein and telling th~~ that it's Well, t~ere'~ nothing li~e opti:r_nism,as But I am in a position to disclose {as the,t! time they retired to holes in trees. Still t~e matnmomal agent saI~ to his oldest Diplomatic Correspondent puts it) thatt! they refuse to realise that the Sun has chen~ on her hundredth buth~ay .. Mr. certain highly-connected officials will see

i risen, but flop about; hooting the gospel GarsId~ demonstrates. to the s,atISfactIOnof that these watch-words refer only to raw
of economic darkness. a _Euclid that Amenca can t forc~ the materials and goods, and not to money.

Mr. Alston H. Garside, economist of the pnce of .cotton ~p, because there s t~)Q Nothing will be said (so t gather from
New York Cotton Exchange,' has been much of I~ about, so.he calls out cheerily well-informed sources) about the super-

<.l. ,pointing out some of the queer' tricks that all
f
~Ill ~e W~lllf they!roduce a ,~ot production .of credit, and still less about,

e which the glare of light is playing upon mokre 0 It, P antmg enoug acrbeag
l

e tO
f

the distribution of the same.
CJ hi I' Am ica rna e 14,000,000 to 15,000,000 a es 0 ','
~ t e ow s m er., cotton, having so reduced its costs per .To the utter ~smay of tJ;le owls, there
~ The recent efforts of the Gov~rn.m~nt,he pound, especially-in terms of ' labour and WIllthus be t?O little money in ou~ pockets
~ s~ys, have. clearly ~hown, that It IS I!llPOS- land." . t~ buy all this new super-production! So

"8 SIble for. It to raise t.he. world .pnce. of Can he really believe that this is a ~fter several years of apocryphal destruc-t! cott~n eIthe~ .by r.estnctIOn or by with- genuine solution, and that .all the owl's in non of surpluses? we shall proba?l-r return
.• holdmg supplies from the ~arket. ~he the world have been banging themselves to the Roo~eveltIan cult of re~tnctIOn. .

only way the ~.S.~. can raIse. the pnce agai"nst the branches before stumbling Me'lnw~,il~, 479 professon~l owls m I'~
even .temporarily IS .by cuttI~g. down upon it? For if this plan worked in the Great BrIt~m WIll have ~rltten 11,6-:4
~mencan. cotto~-~ow~ng, and If It c?n- case of cotton, it would work also in the books proVIng that Plenty IS not yet m
tmues domg this It WIll end by growmg case of ev~ry other marketable material. sight, and ~hree Clrance~lors of the
no cotton- at all. All we need do is produce more and Exchequer WIll thump their chests and

He goes on to say that the last three 'reduce costs "especially in terms of labour declare that the unemployed wouldn't eat
.- years have shown that even when the price and land." ' 'any more if you gave it them.
~, of co~ton is force~ u£ for the. moment by Alas, there is a, catch in _it! Other But those of us who belong to otherH curtailed production m i\.men~a, the pro- nations, with that lack of the-public school feathered species, so, to speak, why
~ ducers make no mo~e out of It. And as spirit which is so distressingly apparent in shouldn't we insist upon distribution of
~ soon a~ other coun.tnes produce m~re and the world today, would soon .be playing Plenty t? all, instead of its restriction and

I· the pnce falls agam: .they make still less. the same game, so that Amencan cotton destruction?
Also, when quantItieS of cotton are would no longer be competing on more There is no reaso.µ why we shouldn't;

. ' impounded by the gove~nment to ~eep favourable terms. Moreover, reduced no practical difficulty, really. Only a few
~ .~hem off the market,. this plays. straight costs in labour would result in fewer -Himalayan ridges of ignorance, prejudicest! into .th~ hands of foreIgn competitors for people with money to spend. and self-interested conservatism.t! the limited markets, ~hlle the. I~pounded It always comes back to the same thing, But what are these against the combined
Ccl cotton acts as a lowenng medicine. but can we expect our poor dazzled owls will of several millions of sufferers? ~H Having said all this and reduced his to realise that? Of course not! So soon Where there's a will --. t!
~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~til~~

Overseas

on conditions which Mr. )Aberhart c:would
not accept.

Broadcasting
A committee appointed by the Government

has report-ed in favour of the establishment
of a national system in Canada similar to
the B.B.C.! . Evidently Mr. Aberhart's
success as a broadcaster, even though he now
shows no signs of threatening the credit
monopoly, has been taken as a warning.

·FRANCE

The Loan Council
Mr. John Blackmore, the leader of the

17 Social Credit Members in the Federal
Parliament, caused a sensation last month
when, in the course of a debate on a resolu-
tion to alterfheBritish North America Act '
to permit the setting up of the -Council, he'
read from. a letter the following statement:

"Your major danger in Canada now is in
connection with an intrigue between the
financiers of the United States, the Bank of
Canada and"-he left this blank-"to modify
the British North America.Act so as to put
you under the. control of Wall Street. The
danger is instant and serious."

He refused the name of the writer, but
said he was -"a man who I very much fear
knows a good deal about this subject." After
a heated discussion the statement was with-
drawn and expunged from Hansard.

_Subsequently the Senate refused to pass
the resolution in the form submitted, and
insisted on amendments, of which particulars
-have not been received. .

THE ALBERTAN'TAX' BUG- -,

CANADA

THE most important news from Alberta
is the dismissal or resignation (?) of Mr.

R. J. Magor from the post of financial
adviser to the goverilment, which was
announced in The Times on June 4. The
most amusing, that a dog tax is to' be
imposed, .under which pedigree dogs will be
charged at ten times the rate charged on
"ordinary dogs." Reports do not indicate
any connection between these two news
items.

The Curse of Interest
During May" the Members of the Alberta

Cabinet, led by Mr. Aberhart, carried on
what amounted to a campaign against
interest. Tliis was followed by the announce-
ment on May 27 thatthe interest rate on all
public debt would be reduced to 2Yz per
cent. on June I. Thus the province, having
defaulted on the principal of a loan which
fell due on April I, is now defaulting on the
interest of all its debts. In so far as these
debts are owed to the banks and their
affiliated corporations, no suffering will
result, but it is hard on small investors who
rely on them for income. The default on
the principal was contrary to the advice of
Major Douglas, who also offered to advise
on the interest payments. His advice would
have lined up the small investor with the
government and given a welcome fillip to
Albertan industry.

Mr. Cockcroft, the Finance Minister,
explaining the _default, said-" . . . . it is
impossible for the government, to pay a
higher rate of interest, having imposed so
much in taxes on the people of the province,"
and "Anxiety from the government point of
view is the balancing of the budget, and
working to the end of living, within our

'means." He apparently forgets that balanced
budgets are an admission that the money
created by the banks is theirs by right, and
that the means-the real wealth in goods-
of Alberta are almost unlimited.

Soundings at Ottawa
This second default was preceded by a

visit to Ottawa' by Mr. Aberhart, Mr. Cock-
croft and two other ministers, to try, once
more, to secure financial assistance from the
Federal G_overnment. Decisions have yet to
be announced, but the compulsory conver-

"sion which followed this meeting probably
implies that Ottawa refused assistance.except

Melting Money
The proposal' to finance road construction

by means of certificates, which will pass M'
money, but must have a stamp representing
two per cent. of their face value affixed each

'week, appears to be going'ahead. The com-
ment on this proposal in SOCIALCREDIT'for
May 8 is worth quoting-

The net meaning of the proposal, 'of course, is
that the community builds the highway for
nothing, and is taxed four per cent. for the privi-
lege of doing so, the Government has the use
of the community'S money for six months for
nothing, and the highway programme is not
represented by any purchasing power anywhere,
but exists as an unmortgaged security for the
loan, which will infallibly have to be obtained
from the banks in order to obtain the currency
with which to redeem the scrip and pay the tax.
Or, to put it more shortly, it is a scheme for
taxing the community about 107 per cent. per
annum.

\Vhen the proposal was first referred to' in
the. Canadian pr~ss, it was in.di~nantly
demed, but now It ISreported that It IS,to be
instituted forthwith. According' to one
report 20,000 men were to be set to work on
June I. The New York Wall Street Journal,
with more- subtlety than accuracy, com-
ments-"The project will be the first major
construction job financed under the Social
Credit system ... " But it is no good
blaming the press affixing the Social 'Credit
label to a taxation ramp, since the man in
charge of the scheme is '!pe, recently-

,_appointed minister without portfolio, whose
job it is to assist in putting Social, Credit
into operation, and of whom Mr. Aberhart
said recently-"I have recognised for some
time past that Mr. Maynard seemed to have
obtained a good grasp of Social Credit
'principles."

The widespread strikes in France," follow-
ing the victory at the polls of the parties of
the Left, are reminiscent of the events
leading to the establishment of the Fascist
regime in Italy, which was preceded by the
similar stay-in strikes. This is not to say
that events will take" a similar course in
France.
. One of the main planks in the Left plat-
form was control of banking, more particu-
larly the Bank of France, in the interests of
the nation, and a first step taken by M. Blum
on accession to power was the appointment

. of M. Labeyrie as Covernor of the Bank in
place of M. Tannery. M. Labeyrie is a civil
servant in the Ministry of Finance-equiva-

Reports indicate increasing opposition to lent to our Treasury-is a Conservative, and
the recently instituted tax of two. pe~ cent. is reported to be an a~mirer and frien~. of
on sales: As was to be expected, It hits the that sinister figure m French politics,
small retailer, whereas the large firms suffer M. Caillaux. Evidently the most to be
much less inconvenience; as to the consumer;: expected of the Socialist victory is.a change of
well, he does not matter. But, to quote the tactics within the framework of the present
Douglas Social Credit Advocate, "the tax financial system. This is confirmed by
bug has bitten the Aberhart Government the announced intention to maintain the
pretty badly," and, as is well known, diose present gold value of the franc.
bitten are deaf to the cries of those suffering The most apposite comment ori the situa-
under taxes. O~ly' t~us can one ~ccount for tion appeared in The Econo.mist-"In demo-,
the report th,'at It IS mtended to Impose yet l-{:ratiCc~>untries,recently, faI~ure to promote
another tax m the form of a levy of 50 per economic recovery has mvanably been fatal
cent. on interest. to the party in power."-_ .

Other Taxation

HOLIDAYS

1. We live in an age of applied power.
2. We can therefore produce plenty.
3., Yertllere is poverty!
4. The plenty can be distributed, because in fact

it only means taking goods from one spot
where there' is plenty and, putting them down
in anethsr where there are not enough. '

5. Therefore poverty, fear al'!d want can be
,abolished, ,i '

6. The manufacturer's. problem is not how to
make, but how to get paid for the goods he
makes. -

7. The consumer's problem is not how to find,
but how to pay for the goods he wants.

8. If consumers recei\'ed NATIONAL DIVI.
DENDS, they could pay for the goods the
makers can't now sell. '

9. Thus at one stroke the lfIakers' and consumers'
problem would be solved.

10. For lack of that, makers have to .destroy
goods, and the Government helps in
restricting --their production. So all we want
is a NATI.ONAL DIVIDEND which is really
only a monetary or other claim to goods we
now destroy and production we restrict.

11. Such a personal income, whatever form it may
take, is what every man and woman in this
country really wants.

12. And they will get it WHEN the people
VOICE their OWN WILL unmistakably and
with pOinted insistence that a NATIONAL

,DIVIDEND shall be distributed and poverty
'abolished. '

'-13. The rule of fear will .be ended and poverty
abOliShed, when individuals realise that
Members of Parliament are there to insist that
tile will of tile people shall I;'REVAIL. '

14. Your Member of Parliament is your servant.
Use him. ACT NOW. Do not del<lY.

Ten- your Member of Parliament (and get as
many others as you can to do the same) to insist
on the abOlition of poverty BEFORE ANYTHING
ELSE, and the issue of NATION,AL DIVIDENDS.
Don't be put off; don't be aide-tracked by party
issues; secure the homes and hearths of Britain
first. _ '

Listen to careerists no longer.
Keep the aim clear-don't compromise, don't

argue or beg. This is a democratic country. Claim
your birthright in a clarion tone. Don't wait for
election times, tell your Member of Parliament
NOW, and KEEP ON telling' him louder and
oftener WHAT YOU WANT FI RST -:- until the
storm of sound and determined purpose bends the
Goyernment to THE'WILL OF THE PEOPLE,
and with the issue of NATIONAL DIVIDENDS,
the devll's reign of poverty, fear and insecurity Is
ended for ever in the Isles of Britain.

Readers who contemplate spending
their summer holidays at, any of the
places named hereunder should write
for a list of hotels and boarding-houses,
.which ha-ve been ,inspected' and are
recommended by local Social Crediters.
By patronising these places readers will
ensure a comfortable holiday and will
have the satisfaction of helping Secre-
tariat funds, to which a commission on
all b~okings has been promised.

BANGOR (Ireland) HASTINGS
FELIXSTOWE JERSEY

-FOLKESTONE VENTNOR (1. of W.)

Sunny Felixstowe

Board Residence. Two minutes from Sea" Shops,
Tennis, Theatre, etc. Freedom, comfort, Good
cooking. Terms: From 2 guineas, per week.
August, zy, guineas per week. Special terms
for .winter. Mr. and Mrs. Sands, "Westwood,"
Cobbold Road, Felixstowe.

~ ..•.•••.•••.••••..• +

j BECOME A BILLSTICKER
Slogan labels in the Campaign colours-

-orange and purple-can be' supplied at rd.
t a sheet of 16, or IS. a dozen, post free. '
t Revenue Supervisors can obtain supplies of
t these labels for resale at a special discount.
t Is your Group taking advantage of this?
t Orders accompanied by remittances should
t be sent to SOCIAL CREDIT, 163A, Strand, Lon-
t don, W.C.2. +
+ .......
,.........................•............................

TO ,"PUBLICITY," SOCIAL CREDIT,
163A, STRAND, W.C.2.

Send me particulars of the little TASK OF
HONOUR referred to overleaf. I want
to help.
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DURING the summer months the
National Dividend Club is undertaking

a crusade of open-air meetings in the MAJOR pOUGLA~ has recently again
London area. The objective is the further- .. ' emphasised the .Importance of close
ance ?f the Electoral Campaign by (a) com- h~ls~n between the vanous parts of the Social
mencmg- the Campaign in different consti- Credit M?veJ?ent. .
tuencies, and (b) supporting existing groups Our. objective may be shortly descnbed as
of workers. Individuals who wish to arouse under. -
local interest, and working groups who want . . OBJECTIVE ..
to have their efforts supported, should write The objective ~ha~l b: the abohtlO.n. of
to the Club for assistance. They are asked poverty and .th~ distribution to every cmzen
to find suitable open-air meeting places, and of <:reat B.n~am and ~orthern Ire~and of
there are plenty of such which are recog- National DI.vIdends, whi<;hmust not increase
nised stands in different parts of London, taxes or pnces, or deprive own.er.s of their
where local inhabitants can, spend a' plea- property; and to. secu~e, as a mmimum, for
sant, amusing, or' instructive evening when everyone a sufficiency m freedom.
funds do net permit of a fling at the flicks. . POLICY
It is for the local enthusiast to find the site, The policy shall be to attain this objective
and, if required, storage room for the plat- by full accep~an~e of: .
f~rm and banner for a few days. The qlub (I) Th~ p,~mClples. laid down by Major

,wIll do th: rest. Not only are, the meetmgs ~ouglas in Eco,~omic Democracy" and the
of help with the actual work of the Cam- ,Buxton Speech. '
pai~ners, but new speakers are being (2) The r~sponsibility o~ all members to
trained. Men and women are, mounting supp<?rt MaJOr' Douglas, since he has been
the rostrum for the first time in their lives, unanimously elected to carry out his policy.
and u.nder the expert guidance of ~he The ~ovement ~s ~ whole is. responsible
Supervisor of Propaganda, they are learning for selecting our objective and policy and also
to address open-air audiences, and one day the executive chief, Major Douglas, under
it will. be possible t? have speakers whose direction the Secretaria~ is working;
addressing numbers of SImultaneous meet- and the only reason for the existence of the
ings all over the London area. Sec~etariat is to help the Movement and

There is a c~ll f~r helpers with the MaJ.or Dougl~s ~carry out this policy) to
Electoral Campaign in South Battersea. attain the objective.
Readers who can spare a little time for can- C<?nsequently it is evident that the closest
vassing should please get into touch with possible touch between groups and areas and
the organiser at 75, Altenbury Gardens, the Secretariat is extremely desirable; this can
S.W. I I. If they can't spare the time, they be done both by correspondence and by
should induce a friend to help. It is not at personal contact, but it is proposed to do
all necessary to be a Social Crediter to be a our utmost to extencL the personal contact
Campaigner; in fact s?me of the ~est part by pe~iodical visits to ~oups, ma~e by
workers on the Campaign know nothmg representatives of the Secretanat, who WIllbe
about Social Credit. ' termed "liaison officers."

Preparations for a public meeting have The Directors and Assi~tant Dir.ectors of
been occupying the time and attention of ~he Secretariat, tog~er .with certa~n others
the workers in Fulharrt but none the less in regular touch with the Secretanat, have
four spent one hour calling at 71 houses for agreed to, do t~is ~ork of _liaison, and ~t.is
24 ~le~ges. ,This looks as if they so~ght out I ho?ed that this will provide opportullltI~S
a district where pledges are not easily come f?I them to meet the membe.rs and Super-
by, instead of doing what most people do, ' VIsors?f groups, as well as possible supporters
going into an easy area. It's dogged as and f~lends. , ..
does it I . A lis~ of these liaison -,officers w~ll be pub-:

It has taken just under 24 hours to collect hshed m SpCI~ ~~IT~ :hey _WIllbe only
464 signatures at Stockton-on-Tees, and hOOglad. to assist m any difficulties that ~ay
in just under 68 hours almost 1,600 pledges ave ansen, .to help m. any way possible,

, were added to the Liveroool total. In ~nd to .receive suggestions and pass om

B df rd II d- 6' . information,e or one man co ecte 2 SIgnatures. Due not' ill b . d IT H S. Ice WI e gIven to groups an a so
. ., m the paper SOCIALCREDITthat a liaison

officer will be in their neighbourhood on
~ertain ~ates; and it will be much appreciated
If meetmgs of tl!e groups concerned can be
arranged so far as p.9ssible to fit in with those
dates, as these visits are being made at the
personal expense of the liaison officers con-
cerned, owing to the fact that the finances of
the Secretariat (and probably of the groups
also) do not permit of the payment of such
travelling expenses.

ACTIVE
SERVICE

TAXATION

WE may regard Governments
as being spokesmen of the

financial system, since it is by the
sanction of Governments that the
existing system is maintained.

It is claimed by these govern-
mental spokesmen that we are
living in a-period ofgreat stringency,
that financial economy is necessary,
both of the voluntary or saving
description and of the involuntary
description, which may be for the
present purpose described as
taxation. . . . '

Taxation is simply a form of
compulsory saving, is essentially
deflationary in character, and
merely means a decreased demand
upon consumable goods.-Major C.H.
Douglas in "The New and the Old
Economies. "

..........................................................
TO EVERY READER

YOU CAN do something to help the
cause for which this paper stands-
if you will.
Unless you live alone on a desert island.
there is at this moment- a special little
task that only YOU can do-waiting to
be done.

A simple easy little job which will have
far-reaching effects of great importance to
the Movement. .

FIVE MINUTES EACH DAY FOR A
WEEK WILL SEE IT THROUGH.

Will you try it?

If you mean business - volunteer ~OW
for the TASK OF HONOUR - contribute
freely and willingly a little time and effort
towards laying the foundations of the
SOCIAL CREDIT STATE in which the
rule of fear and want will be, banished for
ever..

Don't delay-fill in your name and address
overleaf, fix a y"d. stamp, cut out and
post .ln an unsealed envelope bearing y"d.
stamp, to "PUBLICITY,"SOCIALCREDIT, 163A, .
STRAND, W.C.".

'.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• c.

SERvICE FOR SU1CIDES I SECRETARIAT

A national transport board to organise the
country's transport services was suggested by
Mr. F .Smith, head of the transport executive
of Unilever, Limited, at the annual congress
of the Industrial Transport Association which
opened in Glasgow yesterday. He said that
a complete analysis of traffic movements
throughout the country was a primary essen-
tial to laying the foundations of a new
transport 'structure built on modern lines to
meet modern needs.

It was- inevitable that the planning of this
structure would involve the elimination of

" '" redundant railway services and redundant
SOUTHAMPTON S BEST water services in much the same way as what

SELLER" were called redundant road services were
How many are aware that Southampton eliminated today.-((The Times." June 2.

Chamber of Commerce are responsible for a "best In other words, destroy the plenty that the
seller"? ." . people would be glad to enjoy !

The book In question was compiled by the -.
Economic Crisis Committee. At a meeting of And the people allow It !
the Chamber, last night, the chairman, Mr.1 This sort of nonsense ought to be shouted
Howard Mayes, said the report was now in its down
thirteenth thousand and continues to meet with .
a world-wide sale. 'Only last week, two orders
were received from Vancouver for fifty copies
each of the report, whilst this week a letter had
been received from Holland inquiring whether
permission could be given for the translation and
publication of the report in Dutch newspapers,
periodicals -and in pamphlet form.-Southampton
"Dailv Echo," June 5.
The' Southampton Report was the first

official document to embody the findings
and policy for which this paper stands.

Copies may be obtained from the Publica-
tions Department, SOCIALCREDIT, I63A,
Strand, \V.C2. Price 6d. each, postage rd.
extra.

\ . LIAISON
And the Maintenance of
Personal Contact between
Affiliated Groups and the

Secretariat

THE STRUGGLE

"NOT PRACTICABLE" TO
TAKE DEATH OUT OF GAS

For some time now experiments have been made
to render gas used in, homes harmless to human
life, and the Research Executive Committee of
the British Commercial Gas Association have been
carefully watching the German process for taking
poison out of gas.

Hamelin, the city of the Pied Piper, has laid
down a plant which, it is claimed, will supply
its householders with non-poisonous gas for light-
ing and cooking. Hamelin, according to the
legend, learned a lesson, which taught it to put
human before financial values. '

More "Sealed Lips" !
In his presidential address to the British Com-

mercial Gas Association, Colonel W. Moncrieff
Carr, of the Stretford and District Gas Board,
stated that the German process had also come
under the review of the International Gas Union.

The 'general consensus of opinion appeared to
be that it was not, at present practicable, under
normal manufacturing conditions, to render gas
completely non-toxic, and that even if it were so,
there were reasons, which rendered such practice
undesirable.

It was recently stated that the gas industry
in this country does not consider that if carbon
monoxide were eliminated, this step would reduce
the' total number of suicides even by one.-
"Evening Standard," May 26.
We entirely agree that the suicide will end

his wretched life some other way if gas is
made non-poisonous. The only way to
reduce suicides is to remove the main cause
of worry.

But why not avoid accidents?
financial reasons, we hope!

Not for

TIT-BIT FOR
SOCIAL CREDITERS

Commenting on M. Blum's declaration of
French policy, The Times City editor, on
June 9, remarked:

The social reforms that are promised cannot
fail to increase production costs, which must have
a restrictive effect on the export trade in the
absence of depreciation or devaluation of the
currency.
Depreciation, that is to say, the writing

down of prices below financial cost, particu-
larly in the home market, but also, if
required, in the export market, is the king
pin of the Social Credit financial proposals.

INDUSTRIAL TRANSPORT

ALBERTA'S WEALTH
The British '-American Oil Company's

absorption plant, now in process of construc-
tion in south Turner Valley [Alberta], will
probably be completed by June 15. The new
plant will have a capacity of 60,000,000cu. ft
of gas daily. It will extract gasoline from,gas
which was considered "waste" during the
boom years of 1929 arid 1930. - "Canada's I'

Weekly," June 5.

POVERTY
I

READ
SOCIAL CREDIT RESTATED

A rejoinder to
Prof. Cork~y, M.A., _Ph.D., M.P.

"Well written, and will be read with interest both by
supporters and opponents of the Douglas Credit System."
-Belfast News-Letter.

"A vigorous reply-s-couched in simple and effective
language and manner."- Northern Whig.

The Rev.
32 PAGES

Price IRR EEPENCE
Issued by the Douglas

Social Credit Movement
(Belfast Group), 72, Ann
Street, Belfast.

oil Sale, in Northern Ireland at newsagents, bookshops, or by post (ad.) from the
Belfast Group. Special prices for quantities to Groups.

NOTICES
Pass this paper on .to a friend

or leave it in a bus.
Correspondence. - Will correspondents kindly

note that, while all communications receive atten-
tion and care according to their contents, replies
will be deemed necessary only when specific ques-
tions or vital issues are raised.

An understanding and acceptance in good faith
of this atrangement will be appreciated.

Back Numbers of "Social Credit." - There is
still a quantity of back numbers of SOCIALCREDIT
available in bundles of fifty assorted copies, suit-
able for free distribution as specimen 'copies, at
Is. for fifty, carriage free. "

Attacks ,on Social Credit;~Numerous local
Conservative and Unionist Association papers (May
issue) have published a paragraph under "Notes of
the Month" entitled "Social Credit Fails." This
refers to Alberta, and its untruth may be judged
by the Douglas-Aberhart correspondence. we are
now publishing. Readers might draw the attention
of local Conservatives to the, truth.

Holidays in JerseY.-Readers visiting Jersey who
,are prepared to assist the local Group by speaking
at meetings ,organised in the hotels and boarding-
houses are asked to write to T. L. Mawson, Sea
Breeze, La Moye, Jersey. .

COTTAGE FUND
to June 9, 1936

c s. d.
77 9 3Amount previously acknowledged

Walmley '.. ... .,. ... o 0

£78 9 3

All orders to
W. A. BARRATT,

10, Warrington Road.
Fawcfon,

Newcastle-en-Type, 3

Price 8/8 per 1,000
(post free)

Other quantities
p,ro rata

,"MONEY" LEAFLET
A new issue of this leaflet is now ready.
Amended and checked by Secretariat

Technical Bureau
(with several new quotations).

INCREASE THE SALE
OF "SOCIAL CREDIT"

Hoist the Critics with their own Petard.

Half Profit Allocated to Secretariat
Funds.

CAR SIGNS
Sultable for sticking on the back-Windows
of motor cars, the slogans shown above
and below, printed In black or red. ready
gummed on the face, are available from

Publications Dept. SOCIAL eRE'DIT,
163A Strand. W.C.2. 6d. a set. post free.

[POVERTY ENDS}I

IWITH NAtiONAL DIVIDEml

DISPLAY, YOUR
ADVERTISEMENT

NEW RATES
Whole page £10 0
Half page ... £5 10
Quarter page £3 0
Eighth page .~. £1 15

SERIES DISCOUNTS
OFFERED ON

6 insertions at 10%
13 " at 12!%
26 " at 15%
52 " at 17!%

Small orders are charged at the rate of 7s.
an inch (single column width).-

Classified advertisements are charged at
6d. a line with a .minimum of three lines.

All orders and remittances to The Adver-
tisement Manager, SOCIAL CREDIT, 163A
Strand, London, W.C.2.

o
o
Qo

....... ~ •••••••••• +
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MAJOR t

DOUGLAS t
Copies of the photograph which appeared •

in SOCIALCREDITof November 29, 1935; can •
be supplied at the following prices: - •

Postcards ad, each, postage y"d. •
Cabinet Size, ,.

. un~ounted... Is. each. postage I y"d. •

!'Cabinet SIze, !
mounted ... IS. 6d. each postage ad.

Quantities of one dozen or more post free.

• Group Revenue Supervisors and overseas •

!'readers may obtain supplies for resale at a •
special discount of twenty-five per cent. on •
all orders for one dozen or more cabinets. t.

• Orders accompanied by remittances should
• be sent to SOCIALCREDIT, 163A, Strand, Lon-

don, W.C.2.t ....~~~~~~~~~~
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, CORRESPONDENCE
Corner Sites

Remembering Major Douglas's sugges-
tion that it would be interesting to compile
statistics of the number of banks occupymg
corner sites, I have counted those on the
Finchley Road route out of London, from
Marylebone Circus to Barnet, and found
that of 51 banks in this distance of IOYz
miles, no fewer than 37, or three out of every
four, were on corners. Less than half of the
public houses on the same route were on
corners.

London, W.I R. S. GLEADOW
[In fact" the business of the bankster is more

profitable than that of the boozer!-Ed.]

The Right Spirit
Will you kindly allow me a small spac!! in

your valuable paper to voice my and other's
opinions?

Weare far too quiet respecting spreading
the news of National Dividends, the aboli-
tion of poverty, and war. Why is it we do
nor have marches with fifes and' drums? The
young people love music, and would respond
to a march with flags carrying our slogans
on them.

It would be an inexpensive affair, and
could be arranged in every town. Look at
Parkstone and Poole; thei-r noise has done
wonders. If every Briton with a spark of
human kindness would come out and beat

the drums, and shout loudly, we might pos-
sibly be in time to save our millions of
starving brothers and sisters. It is the job
of the so-called clergy and parsons; they have
the time and money, but the desire is lack-
ing. If they will not raise a finger to help
our starving darlings, I know they cannot
administer spiritual food.

O~ November 5 last the clergy held a
meeting at the Albert Hall, talked enough
about the malady, but not a word about any-
remedy. In case they .did not know a
remedy, I sent word of ours to the Arch-
bishop of York. Never have I heard any
results of the meeting.

Is it that the clergy and parsons are
jealous, idle or ignorant? Woe betide them
if they fail to help!, Woe unto you hypo-
crites who pretend to preach God's Gospel
while you destroy His gifts!

Life is like a city full of crooked street,
Death the market place where all must meet.
If life was merchandised that gold could buy,
The rich would live and the poor alone would die.
Jesus said, come, buy wine, and milk, with-

out money, and price. Deeds not creeds;
results not methods.

Fire away with the Electoral Campaign.
Don't forget the noise with drums and
whistle. A friend has just been in with 50
signatures.

Brighton BEDRIDDENS.C.

BOOK REVIEWS
Speeches

This booklet on speeches is di~ided into
seven crisply-worded sections which justify
the title, * but it is a little disturbing to think
that persons essaying to speak in public
should require some of the advice offered.
Nevertheless, it is justified by such as a chair-
man who told his audience that, "We shall
have the address now, and the business when
more people have come." J.W.R.

A New Pa'tnphlet
'This pamphlet,'] published as a rejoinder

to the Rev. Professor Corkey by the Belfast
Group, is exceptionally well written. It is
far more than, the sub-title indicates, as the

~__fullo_wi_ngquotation will show : "It is a
natural law that if a man does not eat he
will eventually die; but it is an artificial law
that a man must have money in order to
buy the food he needs to keep him alive."

We will not recommend the above to
Prof. Corkey, for while the writer of the
pamphlet can give logic and reason to all
who read, he cannot give understanding to
any who lack it. J.C.

Why Pick on Us?
I have before me a peculiar document.t

published by the Henry George Foundation
of Great Britain. It is an attack on Social
Credit, bearing a name closely resembling
Henry George's best known work, the calibre
of which may be judged from this extract
quoted at random from page 12, at which I
have just opened it:

Where are the surplus unsaleable goods? Tn
what store or warehouse or dump? We would
ask the Social Crediters to come down from
generalisations and give us an estimate of how
long existing stocks in shops and warehouses
would hold out were all production to cease. (! ! !)
But that is not what makes the document

peculiar. It is this: According to a note at
the beginning, the H.G.F. desires to "remove
involuntary poverty, promote industrial and
international peace, make all other reforms
easier of accomplishment, and generally con-
tribute to the welfare of humanity."

Whereas in its list of literature it has
several publications on Russia and on
Marxism, all by Communists, a book on
Fascism by a Fascist, it has only one on
Social Credit-by an opponent of Social
Credit. L.F.

*" Speeches and How to Make Them," by 'Stanley
Townsend, LL.B. London: May & Curtis Ltd.
IS. 6d.

t"Social Credit Restated." Issued by the Douglas
Social Credit Movement, Belfast Group. Belfast: 72,
Ann' Street. Obtainable from SOCIALCREDIT, 163A,
Strand, London, W.C.2, 3d.

t"Poverty and Plenty," by W. R. Lester, London:
Hogarth Press: IS.

ONE OF THE PROPHETS
IT'S what I think to myself some-
- times, as there need nobody run
short of victuals if, the lana was
made the most on, and there was
never a morsel but what could find
its way to a mouth.-George Eliot in
"Silas Marner," Ch. xvi.

SAVE THE CHILDREN
"In the civilisation in which we live it seems

strange that a society such as yours should be
necessary," said the Duke of Kent to the National
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children,
of which he is president.

','I am sure that it is a surprise to many people
to read of the unhappily large number of cases
of cruelty and neglect dealt with each year," he
continued.

"The figures in the report show that last year's
cases were the highest since the war. On the
other hand, cases of wilful cruelty were less

/ frequent, and the number of prosecutions is the
lowest since the foundation of the society.

"It must also be remembered that the popula-
tion has greatly increased, and that the scope of
the society has been largely extended."

The Duke said he was sure that sometimes
neglect had been due to bad housing conditions
and unemployment, the parents having found it
difficult to give the attention to their children
that-they would wish. ,

"But for cruelty there is no excuse," said the
Duke, "and, as a parent, it is a thing 1 cannot
understand."-"Daily Telegraph,", May 27. --
Cruelty to children is indeed a black

horror. So long as people are allowed to live
worse than pigs they will continue to behave
worse than pigs. The responsibility, in these
circumstances, for saving the children rests
upon all of us. And what we must do is to
obtain decent living conditions for the lost-
for those who have been described as miser-
able sinners.

.THE USE OF LEISURE
POMPOUS NONSENSE

v. COMMONSENSE
Mr. St. John Ervine, speaking at the annual

luncheon of the Electrical Association for
Women, referred to the rapidity of modern
developments. He said the great problem
now was to bring the people up to the level of
the machines that had been made for them.
With the spread of invention more people
would have increasing leisure, and they would
lose the zest for work. The more we were
reduced to the state of machines the more
we needed machines to keep us alive.

Mrs. M. A. Hamilton, a Governor of the
B.B.C., saw "the Victorian cloven hoof" in
such views, and urged that electricity meant
release from unnecessary labour for, women.
There could be no free mind in an unfree
body. The less ordinary work a person had
to do and the more time made available for
creative work the better. Electricity could
bring to everybody the things that had been
the privilege of the few, and if in the process
danger arose for many things of priceless
value it was worth the risk.

We leave our readers to judge which of
these two speakers was talking self-com-
placent, pharisaical, obscurantist nonsense,
and which plain common sense. No prize is
offered.

German synthetic rubber (Burna), made
chiefly from calcium carbide and coal pro-
ducts, wears 10 to 30 per cent. better than
raw rubber. - "The Times]' February 17,

, 1936.
* * *

The Italian railways now employ only
134,000men, compared with 2~I,000 in 1922,
according to Signor Antonio Benni, Minister
of Communications in the Italian Chamber
of Deputies on March 29.

•In a
"40-HOUR

WEEK"
FACTORY

The sharpest blade you can use
and only a penny each - or six

in a. packet for sixpence.

KLEEN
BLADES

FIT ALL 3-PEG HOLDERS

IMMACULATE USED CARS
Fellow "Social Crediters,"

, Will you please compare the prices of these cars with anything offering
elsewhere. It is in your own interest to do so:-

1935 Wolseley 14 h.p. Saloon de Luxe, 13,bo()miles, £145.
1932 (December, 1931) Cadillac seven-passenge!: Limousine, [195.
1934 Rover 12 h.p. Saloon 6-light, blue, [140.
1926Rolls Royce 20 h.p. Barker Coupe, low pressure tyres, £195.
1933 Buick 7-seater Limousine, maroon, faultless, £295.
1935 Humber Snipe Saloon de Luxe, faultless, £275.
1935 La Salle Sedan, maroon, I 1,000 miles,' £395.
1934 Morris Oxford Saloon de Luxe, faultless, £105.
1935 Lanchester 12/6 Saloon de Luxe, black, £225.
1929 Rolls Royce 20 h.p. Saloon with drop division, [295.
1933 Vauxhall Cadet Saloon de Luxe, £75·
1935 (Nov.) Hillman 20/70 Sports Saloon, cost £360, 6,000 miles, £195.

INSTALMENTS, EXCHANGES

NEW CARS ON MOST FAVOURABLE TERMS.

ERNEST SUTTON,
-' ,

LTD.
24 BRUTON P-LACE~

LONDON, W.1
MAYFAIR 4748/9 •

.<!>

@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@
® "NETHERWOOD" The ~idge ®® Hastings ®
® Four acres of lawns and woodland. ®
® Swimming' pool, gym., tennis, sun-bathing, ®
® dance hall. All diets. Cent. H. H. & C. ®
® all bedrooms. From 7s. 6d. a day inclusive. ®
® Illustrated brochure. Phone: Baldslow 19. ®
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

A PERSONAL SERVICE.

SHIRTS
Made to vour Measure

25 per cent. less than Retail Price,

OUR SPECIALITY
Superfine "DE LUXE" Poplin

(Sea Island Cotton Weft)
Shirt and 2 Collars

16/9

",~~~...._.....,.~~ ~

i Parcels of II Social Credit Pamphlets I
l (WhY Poverty in the Midst of I
• Plenty? ... ... ... ... 4d.l
I No. 1 Money and the Price System... 3d. Jl Economics for Everybody .. . 3d. jl How to Get What You Want... 2d .•

'I ONE SHILLING POST FREE I
l INa~ion's Cr~dit ... ... ... 4d• JI Social Credit .. . .. . .. . 3d.:
l No.2 Remedy for Farmers' Plight 3d. Il Social Credit Principles ... Id. I
1 A Christian's Resolutions !hd·lI ONE SHILLING POST FREE t
~~"_'''''''t~~·~..._..~·~· .... •.... •.... ~· .......... tl

Other Qualities
(Egyptian Cotton)

13/9, 11/9, 10/-, 8/-.

All Shirtings Fully Shrunk.
Guaranteed High Grade.

New Season's Designs.

ALSO PYJAMAS,
10/6, 15/6.

Send P.C. to the Makers for
Patterns and Measurement Form

THE BINGLEY TEXTILE Co. Ltd.
BINGLEY, YORKS.

Trade enquiries solicited.

THE FORM BELOW CAN BE USED TO RECRUIT A NEW READER
GET THAT FRIEND OF YOURS TO SIGN ONE OF THEMr~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

§ 'NEWSAGENT'S ORDER SUBSCRIPTION ORDER S
§ S
§ To Mr..... Send SOCIAL CREDIT to §

~ Please supply me weekly with a Name .'............ ~
§ copy of SOCIAL CREDIT. §
§ - Address :........... §
§ Name.............................................. #.:, ' ,.......................... §
~ Address ;.................... For 12 months I enclose 105. §
§, For 6 months I enclose 55: §
§ Fill in this and hand it to your Post this to SOCIAL CREDIT, S
§ Local Newsagent. . I63A,Strand, London.~W.C.2., S
§",~<Pl<Pl~<Pl~<Q>~<Q>~<Q>~~<Q>...".,._;~<Q><Q>~~._J.
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Announcements & Meetings
Notices will be accepted in this column at 6d.

Q line, minimum three lines. '
Belfast Douglas Social credit Group
Group Headquarters: 72,. Ann Street

OtIice Hours: 2.30 to 5.30 and 7 to 10 p.m.
Supplies of the pamphlet "Social Credit
Restated," a rejoinder to the Rev. Prof. Corkey,
and other literature, can be obtained.

Liverpool' Sociat-Credit ASSOCiation
Me-etings held iQ, Reece's Cafe, 14, Castle Street,

first Friday each month, 7-45'p.m. .
'HoD.. Sec.: Miss D. M. Roberts, "Fern Lee,"

Halewood Road, Gateacre, Liverpool.

National Dividend Club
Electoral Campaign.

At all meetings time will, be set aside for com-
ments, discussion, questions and answers, for
our mutual assistance in the Campaign.
Whether yet members or not, a~ are welcomed.
The Campaign Supervisor invites enquiries
from all.

AU enquiries should be addressed to the Honorary
Secretary: 'Capr. T. H. Story, 28, Ashburnham
Gardens, Upminster, Essex.

Engineer Wants Employment
Wide experience" in responsible posts, of boilers,

diesel driven electric generatmg plant, waste
heat recovery (for reducing heating and power
costs), air·conditioning plant, refrigerating
machinery, general maintenance of mech, and
elect. machinery, design of piping lay-out.
Ex-marine engineer rst Class B.O.T. Certificate:
Reply to Box DIO, SOCIALCREDITOffice, I63A,
Strand, .W.C.2.

To Let
Furnished cottage with lounge hall, living room,

kitchenette, two bedrooms (3 beds and bed-
settee); Bournemouth Pavilion, etc., 20 minutes
by 'bus; close to golf ,links. Woodland and
moorland walks nearby. 'Full particulars and
photo on receipt of stamped addressed envelope
to Miss McCallum, The Cottage, West Parley,
Wimborne. Booked June 20 to July 4, July
27 to August 24, August 24 to September 5·
Terms: To end of June, 3'<;S.weekly; July to
September, 2Yo guineas weekly, payable' to the
Secretariat, as a contribution to the lunda
from the owner. '

Bound Volumes
Orders for bound copies of Volume II of SOCIAL

CREDIT(from February B to August 2 last
year) can be accepted. These volumes include
a compreheµsive index.

Separate'indexes for Volume II are available
at 6d. each, post free A comprehensive index
for Volume III (duplicated) can be supplied for
IS. post free; Apply SOCIALCREDIT, 163A,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

Shopping Guid-e
LOCAL as well as national business people are
invited to use this column. Rates on request.
All .readers are urged to support all aduertisers.

FI LMS DEVELOPED, Printed and Enamelled
All sizes to 3~in: x 2!in; ts, Od. post free
NUVA.SNAPS, SMETHWICK, STAFFS.

I make Wringing Machines. The best and easiest.
Selling direct for cash or hire. I am willing to
accept receipts as cash from any member of a,
Social Credit Group for 3d. in every 2S.6d. value
of machine. Send for lists. Patrick, Lamb Hill,
Armley, Leeds, 12. '

, I
Get your SOCIAL and COMMERCIAL
STATIONERY, and your PRINTING from

BILLI NGTO N·GRE IG
32 Carnaby Street, Regent Street

(behind liberty'S)

ELECTORS' LEAFLETS,
Demand National Dividends

Leaflet No.4 (revised)
For Recruiting.-Contains a s~ace

for address of local group or superVIsor.
·For distribution at meetings, or delivery
by post or from door. to door after
collecting signed demand forms,
(Post free) 49. 6d. for 1,000 (in lots of 1,000);

smaller quantities at IS. 6d. for 250.

LeaRet No.5
Elector's Demand and Under-

taking.- The instrument of the Elec-.
toral Campaign, in purple on orange
or purple on white. '0 .

(Post, free) 71. 6d. for 1,000; .1. for soo;
II. for 100.

Leaflet No. 6
For Personal. and Busine ..

Friend .. -Not suitable for the house-
to-house canvass, but for use in offices,
factories,yr by travellers, or' at parties.
Space for :&4 Slgnaturet. -.
(Carriage extra) :178.6d. for 1,000;.31. for 100;

II. 6d. for 50; 9<l. for 25·

Lea8et No.7
For Getting Workers and Fund ..
A cheap give-away leaflet which

should attract buyers of the sd, pam-
phlet "How to Get What You Want."
(Post 'free) 35. for 1,000 (in lots 'of 1,(00);

, smaller. quantities at II. 6d. for 250. '

The Dean of Canterbury's Forms.
Combined letter and pledge form.

7S. 6d. a thousand, post free.
Obtainable from the offices of SoCIAL

~IT, 1630',Strand, London, W.C.2.

w. BOOTS'S -PLAN
[Professor Wat Boots, author of "Douglas

Debunked," "That Nauseating Nostrum,"
.. Social Credit!" and other stories, is the
Famous Economist.]

'AN authority so eminent as myself should
be in need of no introduction. Never-

theless, perhaps I had better say a few words
regarding the history of my Plan, and the
many vicissitudes 'through which it has
passed.
!.I originally conceived it during the great
Fire Insurance Scandals a few years ago, and
at once hastened to lay it before the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer. It was returned
to me-c-unread. I know this because a
postal order for 6d., inadvertently left between
pp. 695 and 6, had not been removed.
I sent articles to the New Statesman, the
Spectator and The Times. They were not
published. Finally, I gave a course of lee-

,tures at the School of Economics, to
which nobody came. . It is due to these
factors, therefore, that your readers have the
honour of listening to my views.
• My Plan is in its essence not so much
Economic as Monetary. But let it not" be
imagined, I pray, that it is in any way
connected with the pernicious doctrine .of
Social Credit. This abomination has been
finally exterminated in many works of my
own; and if anything further were needed,
there is a brilliant expose' at the ridiculous
price of 3d. by Maurice Dubb, M.A.-the
latter increment of association' costing, I
believe, at least five guineas. If a- sufficient

The Works of Major C. H. Douglas
Economic Democracy (4th Edition)

19.34) ... . ... .•. .... 38. 6d.
The original statement of the
philosophy and proposals of Major
Douglas.

Credit-Power and Democracy (4th
Edition, 1934)... ... ... 3Sr6d.

One of these .two books is essential
for the serious student.

Social Credit (3fd Edition, 1933)... 3s. 6d.
Contains the philosophical back-
ground of the subject and incllJdes
the Draft Scheme fOT Scotland.

The Control and Distribution of
Production (znd Edn., 1934)... 38. 6d.

Warning Democracy (2nd Edition,
1934) ... ... ... ... 3s. 6d.

Two collections' of speeches and
articles treating the subject from
different angles.

The Monopoiy of Credit... ... ' 38. 6d .
T he latest technical exposition, and
includes. the Statement 0/ Evidence
before the Macmillan Committee.

These Present Discontents: The
Labour Party and Social Credit II..od.

The Nature of Democracy ... 6d.
The Buxton' Speech.

The Use of Money
The Christchurch Speech,

Money and the Price System
The Oslo Speech (reduced :price for
quantities).

Social Credit Principles

By Other Writers
The Douglas Manual, ,by' Philip

Mairet ... ... ... ... 55. ocl.
The Meaning of Social Credit

(4th Edition of "Economic
Nationalism," renamed), by
Maurice Colbourne 38• 6d.

The Social Credit Pamphleteer 3s. 6d.
Money in Industry, by M. Gordon

'Cumming ... ... ... ... 38• 6d.
Promise To Pay; by R. McNair

Wilson' .. . ... .. . ... 3s. 6d.
The A.B.C. of Social Credit, by E.

Sage Holter as, 6d.

'--B;--W.-B"OOTS-::---i'-- ~ ;.. ,.J
number of copies are sold, however, it will
have been largely worth it.

If Maurice's work has a fault, and how
few of us are perfect, it lies in the fact that
in one place he actually restates the A +
B Theorern : as an onginal notion of his
own. But I am sure he did pot mean to
do this; and apart from it, his criticism is
sheerly devastating, as the cover of the
pamphlet delicately ,hints. .

As for me, I differ fundamentally from
Douglas because, though Left, --I am Sound:
Douglas is neither-and, of course, entirely
wrong into the bargain., Naturally, how-
ever, I ani prepared to admit that he may
have pointed out the undoubted deficiency
.of purchasing power which does, in fact,
exist. But, as my dear colleague Harold
Latchkey says in the Daily Harold, speaking
of Father Coughlin, that his "link with big
business is no more apparent to the multi-
tude in America than was Hitler's to big
business in Ge.rmany," so I asseverate that
Major Douglas' link with the Bank of
England is no more apparent to the multi-
tude in England than the Dean of Canter-
bury's with Sir Oswald Mosley or Harold
Latchkey's own with old Manchester School-
chums. '

My Plan is simply based upon the ultimate
need for full empooyment for everybody,
with complete equality of income at the
lowest possible level.

. (To be continued)

A GLUT OF
WILL THEY· THROW

THE honour of achieving the smartest
piece of sheer high-powered salesman-

ship the world has ever known, goes to a
German who has succeeded in selling 2,500
miles of mouth organs to the Standard Oil
Company.

There used to be a joke about all the saxo-
phones in the U.S.A. being placed end to
end, and left there, and how satisfactory it
would be. It is just one of the jokes about
those harmonicas that will be made now.
Take, for example, The, Times report of the
feat:

One harmonica, it has been said, is a mouthful.
What 40,000,000are only the Standard Oil Com-
pany of New Jersey and its 'somewhat startled
shareholders really know. .

The company, as its president disclosed at the
annual meeting, owns that number=enough to
give two to every boy in the United States and
still have a lof left oVfr: As there was no way
of getting the proceeds of its oil out of Germany
in the shape of currency it bought ships with its
credit, and' when the Germans ran out of ships
it bought harmonicas-i-ao.ooo.ooo of them ..

Nobody knows yet, and everybody is afraid to
think, what. will be done with the harmonicas.
But that only touches the fringes of the

HARMONICAS
THEM IN. THE SEA?
subject. How about the scene when the
order was placed? The intrepid salesman
no doubt started off byoffering a hundred
million. I can't believe he just offered 40
million and that the Standard Oil Company
snapped them up, leaving him cursing his
own timidity. , .

And think of the encouragement this has
given to harmonica manufacturers "in Ger-
many to produce more and more har-
momcas.

And consider the dejection of American
manufacturers of harmonicas when 'they
try to sell against the 40,000,00o--a erushing
blow. -

Finally, observe the beetling brows of the
professors of economics who will now write
huge tomes to prov(; that there really isn't
-plenty of anything except harmonicas.

P.B.S. ~~

p U B~LI C M EETIN G

An Add ress on

THE NATURE OF
SOCIAL CREDIT

will be given in the
KINGSWAY HALL

on
Thursday, June 25, at 8.0 p.m,

Speaker:
L. DENIS BYRNE

Tickets : 25. 6d., Is. and 6d.
can be obtained from

Miss Edwards, Hill Farm, Ruislip, Middlesex.

Take two tickets and bring a friend!

THE DANGER
THE danger which at the moment

threatens lndlvidual liberty far
more than, any extension of in-
dividual enterprise is the Servile
State; the erection of an irresistible·
and impersonal organisation through
which the ambition of able men,
animated consciously - or - uncon-
sciously by the lust of domination,
may operate to the enslavement of
their fellows.

Major C. H. Douglas
"Economic Democracy" (p. 21) 1919

ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN
BELO W is the form Parliamentary electors are being asked to sign. Please read

it carefully, sign (if you have not done so already) and send it (~d. stamp) to
, United Democrats, I63A, Strand, London, W.C.2.· Volunteers to help. in tlte

Campaign are wanted. •

We Will Abolish Poverty
Elector's' Demand and Undertaking

I. I know that there are goods in plenty, so that poverty is quite unnecessary. '
2. I want, before anything else, poverty abolished.. .
3. I want, too, national dividends distributed to me and every Briton so that we can buy

all we want of the goods that are now\destroyed and the production that is restricted.
4. These dividends must not increase prices or taxes or deprive owners of their property

or decrease its relative value.
5. In a .democracy like Great Britain Parliament exists to make the will of the people

prevail. -. .' . . .
6. So I pledge myself to vote for any candidate who WIll undertake to support the

abolition of poverty and the issue of national dividends and to vote consistently against
. any party trying to put any other law-making before this.

7. If the present Member of Parliament here won't undertake this, I will vote to defeat
him and his successors until this my policy prevails.
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Social Credit Restated. A Rejoinder
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